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This thesis analyses the correlation between astronaut head motion and Space Mo-
tion Sickness. It builds on the previous work of R.K. McCoy, who analyzed head
motion on the NASA Space Shuttle SL1 mission flown in November-December 1983.
On this mission head movements and SMS symptoms and signs were monitored in
2 astronauts. Crew members wore an accelerometer package on the back of their
heads. Three axes of angular and linear head accelerations, each sampled at 100Hz,
were recorded on Stanford Research Institute eight channel digital Cassette Data Tape
Recorders (CDTR). Postflight, this data was read into a VAX computer using a play-
back unit. It contained a very large amount of playback errors - 10% average, peak as
high as 100%. On Spacelab D1 mission (November 1985) similar data was taken from
two more astronauts.
Some of McCoy's methods and programs are used for the final analysis. However
some changes are made. Among them is a program to detect and classify CDTR errors
and, where possible, recover the data. The majority of the unmarked errors were
detected and, therefore, the data accuracy was greatly improved. Both Spacelab 1
and D1 data was preprocessed by the error correction program and then analysed.
Of the four subjects, the two who experienced sustained prolonged discomfort show
statistically signifficant decrease in activity early in a mission, as expected. The subject
experiencing very mild symptoms during the first day only, did not show the decrease
in head activity early in the mission, also as expected. The subject who experienced
discomfort only during two vomiting episodes did not show a decrease in head activity
early in the mission.
The level of the head activity after SMS symptoms subside differed between sub-
jects, presumably due to intrinsic differences in personal style of head movement. The
rank order of these activity levels correlated exactly with the rank order of intensity
of SMS symptoms experienced earlier in the mission.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Space Shuttle Spacelab mission D1 was flown in November 1985. On that mission
as part of the MIT-Canadian Vestibular Experiments[7,8], the relationship between
astronaut head movement and space motion sickness (SMS) was studied. Head accel-
erations, symptoms and signs of SMS were recorded as they occured in two subjects.
This thesis presents the results of the analysis of that data. In addition, similar
data from the Spacelab 1 mission flown two years earlier and first analysed by R.K.
McCoy[1] in his 1985 S.M. thesis, was stripped of errors and analyzed together with
D1 data.
1.1 Background
Space Motion Sickness affects the performance, safety and comfort of the crew mem-
bers. Of primary concern are the first several (2-3) days in space when symptoms are
most acute and sensory-motor adaptation to zero-g environment typically takes place.
Therefore short duration missions of a week or so are the most affected. However, in
extreme cases, symptoms can continue longer, and at least in one case have lasted for
2 weeks[41. Based on anecdotal reports and evidence from Spacelabl[8] the primary
stimulus for SMS appears to be head motion. Visual as well as tactile and other stimuli
i'
also play a role in SMS.
1.1.1 Symptoms of SMS
The symptoms of the SMS are similar to those of motion sickness on earth, e.g. sea





Cardinal: (almost always seen)
Pallor
Cold sweating
Associated reactions: (frequently seen)








For a more detailed description of SMS, including etiology, see [2,5].
1.1.2 Incidence of SMS on Previous Flights
SMS has been reported by astronauts almost since the begining of the manned flight.
According to [2] and [5] approximately 50% of the crewman of the larger spacecraft
on American and Soviet missions experienced SMS symptoms during the first several
days.






Soyuz and Soyuz/Salut 1-5 45 11
Apollo 33 12
Apollo/Soyuz Test Project(ASTP) 5 0
Skylab 9 5
Soyuz 25-40/Salyut 6 27 12
Space Shuttle(STS 1 - 25) 85 57
Some difficulty exists in documenting the SMS, however. Originally, when the size
of the spacecraft was too small to allow unrestricted motion, there were no reports
of SMS. Later, although the spacecraft size increased, documenting the SMS was still
complicated because astronauts were reluctant to report it, and because standard
reporting methods were not used.
1.1.3 Effects on Performance and Safety
SMS does degrade average efficiency of the crew. On Skylab, the additional time
required to complete tasks due to SMS and unfamiliarity with zero-g was estimated
at 25%. Crew members appear to respond well to short periods of emergencies or
high workload. There are also some cases when safety is an issue, e.g.: extra vehicular
activity, in particular vomiting while wearing a space suit - there is a danger the suit
life support system will shut down. In particular, in the present suit design both
primary and secondary oxygen supply systems may shut down.
1.2 Previous Experiments on Space Shuttle Spacelab 1 Mis-
sion
On the SL1 mission (November 28 - December 8, 1983) head accelerations were
recorded over a significant portion of the mission by two Payload Specialist sub-
jects. This data was taken using head mounted accelerometers and recorded on a
belt mounted digital Cassette Data Tape Recorder(CDTR). The accelerometers, to-
gether with the CDTR, were referred to as an Accelerometer Recording Unit (ARU).
The subjects also recorded their symptoms of SMS as they occured, using a pocket
voice recorder. After the mission a total of 21 CDTR tapes were played back through
the NASA LSLE CDTR playback unit and analyzed on a VAX computer at NASA
JSC by R.K. McCoy[1]. Unfortunately the record and playback process introduced
errors into the CDTR data, most of which were flagged by the playback unit. The
word error rate of the data turned out to be about 10% on average. This was more
than an order of magnitude higher than the originally anticipated rate of 1 erroneous
word in 1500. As a result, kinematic techniques could not be used for the analysis of
accelerometer data as originally planned. In his thesis, R.K. McCoy computed accel-
eration magnitude histograms over successive fifteen minute intervals. He defined the
standard deviation of the histograms as activity indices for each axis - linear, angular,
and also defined a combined index. Cross plots of discomfort index vs. activity indices
were constructed. The following sections review the design of the flight experiments
and methods used to collect the data, the characteristics of the ARU and CDTR play-
back unit, and a summary of R.K. McCoy's methods and results. Readers needing
additional details on the SL1 experiment are referred to McCoy's thesis[l].
1.2.1 SL1 Experimental Methods
Pre-flight Training
Four payload crewmember subjects (alphabetically coded A through D) were ex-
tensively trained prior to the mission [2]. Classroom training consisted of 50 hours
of lectures on vestibular physiology, spatial orientation and motion sickness[3]. They
were also trained in recognition of SMS symptoms while wearing left/right vision-
reversing goggles, and in using the ARU. Additional training took place during the
general motion sickness susceptibility tests.
In-flight Experiments
Two of the four crew members wore the ARU extensively throughout the mission.
They also recorded their SMS symptoms on pocket voice recorders. The crew mem-
bers were instructed to record the symptoms at regular intervals, and whenever they
occured or changed significantly. Although the importance of detailed reporting was
emphasized, often subjects could only provide a short report consisting of a single
number. This was a numerical magnitude estimate of the intensity of the overall
discomfort, using the method developed by Bock and Oman [9]. Instructions to the
subjects were "Pick a sensation magnitude of overall discomfort in the middle of the
'moderate' range, halfway to vomiting. Call this standard '10'. Estimate the magni-
tude of overall subjective discomfort with respect to it. If no sensation, say 'absent'.
If just noticable, say 'threshold'." Because the overall discomfort reports were made
relatively frequently, they formed the basis for correlation with the head movement
data in McCoy's thesis and in this thesis.





OR DISCOMFORT (location, Slight/Moderate/Intense)
NAUSEA (Ratio)
HEAD MOVEMENTS (which axes?)














SENSITIVITY (to sensory stimuli)
PALLOR (S/M/I or Yes/No)
FLUSHING
FLUID SHIFT-FACE (eyes, jowls, veins, stuffiness, fulliness)
VOMITING, RETCHING (time, duration, relief after?)
DRUGS (which, when, side.effects, effectiveness?)
Experimental Equipment - ARU
Astronauts' head movements were recorded with an occipitally mounted package of
linear and angular accelerometers, connected to a belt mounted power pack and the
CDTR. Subminiature piezoresistive linear accelerometers were used for the X, Y, and
Z axes (axes are shown in Figure 1.1, taken from [1]). They were chosen partially for
their small size, weight, and power consumption I. Their resonant frequency (between
500 and 1000Hz) was much higher than the expected head motion range or the cutoff
frequency of the antialising filter in the CDTR. These accelerometers had a maximum




Figure 1.1: Accelerometer axis directions on Spacelabs 1 and D1
transverse sensitivity of 3%. Their sensitivity was chosen as 0.125 V/G.
Closed loop torque balancing servo accelerometers were used to record the angular
accelerations '. Their sensitivity was 60 Rad/sec2/V and cross axis sensitivity 2%.
These accelerometers also have a very low temperature sensitivity - 0.002%/C* thermal
coefficient at OC°, and the operating range of -40C ° to 95C0 . On Spacelab 1 the
accelerometer package was held at the back of the subjects head by an adjustable
cloth head band.
A special purpose Cassette Data Tape Recorder (CDTR) was developed for NASA
by Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and used to record the analog acceleration data
on digital tapes. The CDTR was worn on a waist belt together with a lithium-bromide
power module, which could supply power to the ARU for at least 60 hours. The
CDTR recorded up to eight channels of data - 6 digital and 2 analog. Each channel
was sampled at 100Hz, 10 bit data resolution (over a ±2.5V range) and an 11'h even
parity bit was added to the digital channels. Up to eight hours can be recorded on
2 Schaevits Accelerometers model ASM-300. 1 ins volume, 2os.
d. -'
a special 1/8 inch recording tape cassette. Self clocking Miller encoding (now known
as Modified Frequency Modulation - MFM) was used to record the digital data. The
CDTR also contained an asynchronous digital clock module which was used to time
stamp the data every minute (or every 6000 samples). Time was recorded modulo 12
hours, and converted to Mission Elapsed Time (MET) during analysis based on notes
of tape start and stop times made by the crewmembers, and the known offset between
the CDTR clock and MET.





4 Analog 1 - not used
5 Roll acceleration
6 Analog 2 - not used
7 Pitch acceleration
8 Yaw acceleration
Data Processing Equipment - CDTR Playback Unit
The data cassettes were played back after the mission through the SRI playback
unit interfaced to a VAX 11/780 computer with a 10 bit direct memory access parallel
interface (DR11W). The software used to transfer the data to a RP06 disk was the
program PB.EXE[6]. Below is the format used to store data on the VAX:
Files were labeled S1-S32 corresponding to the last 2 digits of the tapes serial
number provided by the manufacturer.
The CDTR playback unit had some error detection capability - it would set the
data error bit if it was unable to properly decode the Miller encoded signal or if it
detected an even parity error. Often the difficulty occurred because the playback unit
was unable to reconstruct the CDTR Miller clock properly. Other sources of error
included tape skew, bounce and wrinkles in the tape medium. R.K. McCoy relied on
the accuracy of the error detection scheme to exclude erroneous data from analysis.
He also excluded three data values immediately prior to an error, since SRI suggested
there was a significant chance that they would also be in error.
1.2.2 R.K. McCoy Data Analysis on SL1 Mission
Error Analysis
When the SLI mission data was played back and then analyzed for errors, McCoy
found that the error rate was much higher than specified by SRI. The average word
error rate was about 10%. Some of the errors were "soft" while others were believed to
be "hard" errors. Soft errors may be eliminated by careful adjustment of the playback
Bit# 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Word Format - T2  Ti To R E P D9  Ds D D D D4  Da D D Do
Word Definitions: DR-Do 10 Bit Cassette Data Word Dc-MSB Do-LSB
P Recovered parity bit for cassette data word. Even parity used.
E Data error bit. No error-0, Data word error-i
R R wave detected, used only with ECG data channel,
not used on these missions.
T2 ,T1 ,To Track number - 3 bits. Specify 1 of 8 tracks
001 = Track 1
010 = Track 2
011 = Track 3
100 = Track 4
101 = Track 5
110 = Track 6
111 = Track 7
000 = Track 8
unit. Hard errors represent the recording errors in the CDTR and cannot be recovered
during playback.
Data Analysis
Due to the high error rate, a statistical method was used to analyse the data.
Acceleration magnitude histograms for 15 minute intervals were computed. The 15
minute length of this interval was chosen because it provided a sufficient amount of
data without too much detail and variability, and was consistent with the 10 to 45
minute typical time course of the development and remission of motion sickness on
Earth. It also helped to eliminate accelerometer drift effects from the data analysis.
Accelerometer bias changed very little over 15 minutes, but may change substantially
over 8 hours.
The standard deviations of the acceleration histograms were computed and referred
to as the "Activity Indices" for each of six axes. Units were G's for the linear acceler-
ations and Rad/sec' for the angular accelerations. A "Linear Index" and an "Angular
Index" were also computed by adding together the three separate linear and angular
indices, respectively. Finally, an ad-hoc "Total Activity Index" was also computed by
adding the "Linear Index" and the "Angular Index" using a weighting factor. This
factor was obtained by dividing the mean of the Linear Index by the mean of the
Angular Index for all of the data analyzed from the mission, and was then used to
scale the Linear Index. This was done to approximately balance the contribution of
the angular and linear motions in the Total Activity Index.
1.2.3 Results of McCoy's Statistical Analysis
It was found that the subjects' activities increased significantly after MET day 3.
Overall the data was consistent with the hypothesis that subjects reduced their head
·. L·r
,i.-
accelerations when sick. Below is the table summarizing the means of activity indices,
by subject, for days 0-3 and 4-6.
Using a t-test these means were found by McCoy to be statistically different to at
least .005 significance level. Also, both subjects reported less motion sickness after
MET day 3.
Also an inverse relationship between the activity indices and the discomfort ratio
was found for subject B (there was not enough data for subject C to make any firm
conclusions).
1.3 Experiments on Space Shuttle Spacelab mission D-1
The Spacelab 1 vestibular experiments were flown again in November 1985 on the
first German Spacelab, D1. This was a seven day mission on the Space Shuttle Chal-
lenger.
1.3.1 Pre-flight Training
The subjects were five payload crew members, alphabetically designated F through
J. All five subjects received extensive training on recognition and reporting the symp-
toms of SMS. Training included classroom instructions, provocative stimulation (with
left-right vision reversing goggles), Coriolis head movements, and KC-135 parabolic
zero-g flights.
1.3.2 In-flight ARU Experiments
Two male crew members, designated I and J, wore the ARU during the mission.
They did not use anti-SMS drugs during the mission. In contrast to Spacelab 1 where
both ARU wearing subjects were frankly sick, on this mission only subject I experienced
severe symptoms. Reporting instructions were essentially unchanged from SL1 (see
above).
However, on the D1 mission both subjects were also asked to wear a foam neck
collar for several hours. The reason for wearing the neck collar was to see if it would
significantly reduce the subjects head motion. Head motion, in particularly rotational
motion, was hypothesized to be the most provocative SMS stimulus. If astronaut head
motion could be reduced by wearing the neck collar to at least the same level exhibited
when they are sick, then perhaps the incidence of the SMS could also be reduced. To
see what reduction of motion could be achieved, each subject was asked to wear the
neck collar late in the mission for three hours when their ability to move was not
otherwise limited by symptoms.
1.3.3 ARU Wearing Coverage
The ARU wearing time coverage was not as extensive on this mission as it was on
Spacelab 1. However, reasonably detailed acceleration and discomfort data during the
first two days was obtained. Sufficient data was collected in the later stages of the
mission for determination of the motion indices. Unfortunately the discomfort data
did not substantially overlap the ARU data for subject L during the first few days of
the mission. Also, the discomfort index was infrequently reported by both subjects
after the first few days of the mission3.
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Figure 1.2: ARU wearing coverage on Spacelab D1 mission
The total amount of ARU data for subject K was 26 hours, and for subject L was
12 hours, see Figure 1.2 below. In contrast, on Spacelab 1 mission subject B wore the
ARU for about 88 hours, and subject C for about 49 hours.
1.3.4 D1 Experimental Equipment
The experimental equipment used was similar to that used on the SL1 mission
(described earlier). The changes were:
* The ARU accelerometers were mounted on a "snoopy"-style pilots hat, which
were more comfortable to wear than the SL1 head band.
* Different linear accelerometers were used' - the gain was 2G/V, with -2.5V to
+2.5V range. The accelerometers were physically larger models, so the head
4Setra Systems model 141a
*-*· ,. . 9-.
package was slightly larger in size.
* All 8 CDTR channels were digital.
* Two CDTR digital channels were added and used to record data from skin tem-











* Orthopedic style foam cervical collars were provided
Data Playback Unit
As on SL1, the data was played back on a SRI playback unit interfaced to a Vax
computer. The same physical data playback unit was used as for the SL-1 data,
with somewhat modified software. Tapes were inspected for quality prior to flight.
More attention was paid to adjusting the playback recorder heads to reduce the error
rate. Files were recorded on RA60 disk packs and Exabyte 8mm tapes and trans-
ferred to a MicroVaxII at MIT for further analysis. Files were labled D1SN1091.DAT,
D1SN1093.DAT, D1SN1094.DAT, D1SN1109.DAT, D1SN111O.DAT, D1SN1114.DAT,
and D1SN1125.DAT based on the cassette serial number.
bSome engineering documents show channels 4 and 6 switched. Assignments shown are believed correct based on
inspection of the actual pallor and temperature data
1.4 Hypothesis/Objective
The objective of this thesis was to more effectively eliminate errors from CDTR
data and to analyse the data from both SL1 and D1 missions. The main hypothesis
of this thesis concerns the dependence of the discomfort index and the head motions
during the early and late stages of a mission. Specifically, it was hypothesized that
the the subjects experiencing SMS symptoms voluntarily reduce their head motion
during the adaptation period in the first several days of the mission (until the SMS
symptoms subside). Conversely, the subjects who are not experiencing SMS should
show no difference in activity levels. It was also hypothesized that susceptibility to
SMS depends on the astronaut's style of head movement as reflected in the average
level of angular head acceleration when asymptomatic. Specifically, the higher that
level is the more likely an astronaut is to experience SMS.
Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
The head acceleration histograms were computed using R.K. McCoy's programs [1].
The data
For the D1 analysis, McCoy's programs were modified to account for different set-
tings of linear accelerometer gain. Additional modifications were made and utility
programs were written for formating and exporting the data for graphing. The main
differences between McCoy's analysis of Spacelab 1 data and the results in this thesis
are:
* The data was preprocessed by ERRORCLEANUP, an error detection and clas-
sification program, which was developed for, extensively tested, and used in this
I
thesis.
* A somewhat different motion index was defined and used to measure subjects
activity levels.
* Variability of the data was computed, and Chebyshev's inequality[10] was used
to establish the statistical significance of changes in the motion index
* C6ntrolled motion activities were identified and separated for purposes of analysis.
* McCoy excluded files with high error rate from his analysis. In this thesis all D1
files were analysed. Some Spacelab 1 data was excluded, but only those parts of
the files that contained very high error rates (see File Index appendix for details).
The use of ERROR-CLEANUP was needed because the data was found to contain
unmarked errors. Normally, if a data value is incorrect the CDTR error flag for that
value is set. However, there was some data for which this clearly did not happen. In
addition, some seemingly correct data was marked as in error. After examination of
large portions of the data manually, the patterns of errors were noticed. Then a VAX
program, ERROR-CLEANUP, was written to classify errors and set or clear the error
flags, and in a few cases even correct the data. This method was not fool proof, but it
appeared to set the error flag on most of invalid data, and clear it on most of the valid
data, and was believed unlikely to introduce any systematic bias into the results .
The program is written in VAX Fortran version 4, operating system VMS version 4.4.
It was used with VMS version 4.5 and 4.6 without any problems. No special software
is needed to run this program .
'See Error Detection, Classification and Recovery chapter for more details
2 However, enough disk space to hold the results is required - the program stops when it encounters writing errors on
output
There were also other differences in analysis of data. On D1 the ARU was not
worn as long as on SL1, particularly when the crew was symptomatic. Because of
this a cross plot of accelerations vs. discomfort was possible only for small portions
of the data. Also, the linear acceleration data, though processed, was not used in the
analysis. This was done for three reasons:
* Signal gain was found to be too low to give sufficient resolution to the data -
typical head movements produced very small changes in recorded acceleration
data. McCoy probably did not note this because SL1 data was corrupted by
errors.
* It was felt that much of the linear acceleration data was due to head rotation,
not translation. Manual examination of the data showed a very high degree
of correlation between high linear accelerations and high angular accelerations.
Although the linear accelerometers were placed in the best possible location, they
were still several inches away from the center of rotaion. Therefore, this resulted
in increasing the contribution of angular head motion to the linear acceleration
data.
Individual 15 minute activity indices - standard deviations of the acceleration his-
tograms - were used to compute a somewhat different motion index (instead of Mc-
Coy's "total activity index"). It was defined as:
NrA2r + N pA P + N v A 2M = NA NA (2.1)
N, + Np+ N,
where M is the motion index, A,, Ap, A, are roll, pitch, and yaw activity indices
respectively (i.e. histogram standard deviations as used by McCoy), with Nr, N,, Ny
the number of valid data points in each channel. One of the reasons for using a different
.i- ,-
index is that it is inappropriate to simply average the standard deviations across time
or axes. That is because the average would depend on the grouping in time of the
original data and would be different from the standard deviation computed from the
entire original data. By squaring and weighting the activity indices, the same motion
index is obtained as would be computed directly from the entire set of the original
data.
Angular activity indices for all three axes are used to compute the motion index.
Thus if the error rate is a lot lower in one of the axes, there will be more measurements
for this axis and therefore it will be more heavily weighted in the the total motion index.
This was not a problem for D1 data.
The data was grouped naturally by ARU sessions. A session is a time series of
acceleration data continuous in time, recorded on a single cassette. However, during
analysis these ARU session data may have gaps in the time series either due to high
error rates, or because some data was specifically excluded because the subject head
movement was constrained.
A t2 parameter (but not necessarily t2 distribution) was used to assess the difference
between the motion indices for different ARU sessions. The difference was large enough
to be statistically significant, independent of the underlying distribution (therefore, it
was unnecessary to assume the similarity of variances of different ARU sessions that
would rigorously justify the use of the t2 distribution). X, (= M.?) is the average
square deviation of the acceleration from its mean value computed over a particular
15-minute interval. Then the mean for the whole ARU session is given by:
N1X + N2X2 + ... + N. (2.2)
N
where
N = N + N +-- ... + N, (2.3)
The square root of X is therefore M-the motion index for the ARU session.
If A,, Ap, and Ay are respectively roll, pitch, and yaw linear activity indices for a
single 15-minute window, calculated from Nr, Np, N, points each, then the individual
number Ni - 1 (independent points or degrees of freedom) of Xi is taken to be
N - 1 (N-1)+(N - 1)+(N-1) (2.4)
3
This conservative counting is intended to avoid counting these indices for different
space axes more than once for each observation time. That is because they are highly
correlated, they reflect the same conditions and their associated histograms usually
have similar shapes. For convenience these are combined into a single index M and its
imputed number of degrees of freedom is counted conservatively.
The variance, S2 , of Xi about X is given by:
s = (2.5)(N - 1)2.5)
Once N, X, and S2 are computed for two ARU sessions (A, B), a tentative t2
statistic was found from:
t2 =(_]) 2  (2.6)[(N--I)S+(ND--I)S2 [
(NA-1)S+(NB-1)SI 1 1N
where NA and NB are the number of 15 minute activity indices used in computing
A and B respectively, taken to be the number of independent measurements of the
motion index.
This approach is most appropriate when astronauts are not performing a highly
repetitive task. When astronauts perform a single repetitive task that strongly influ-
ences their activity indices for more than 15 minutes, a smaller N. should perhaps be
used. It is believed that this situation occured rarely, if at all. The data corresponding
to specific activities that physically restricted head motion (i.e. the hop and drop, and
dome experiments, see below) were excluded from this analysis.
The t-test assumes that the variances of A and B sessions in the equation for t2 above
are the same. In fact, however, they are apparently different. Therefore the p-value
from a t-test (typically < .0005 for this data) cannot be used rigorously. However,
applying Chebyshev's inequality[10], which does not assume this equality of variances,
gives a p-value of no more than 1 (typically here - .02-.04, which is sufficient to
establish a significant difference) no matter what the underlying distribution.
Another change in analysis was the separation of controlled and uncontrolled head
motion. Specifically, when computing the motion index, the data corresponding to the
hop and drop experiments (see next section) and the dome experiments was excluded.
The dome experiment forced the motion index to nearly 0 for its duration, since the
astronaut's head was rigidly fixed (through the use of bite board) to the experiment
apparatus. Likewise, during the hop and drop experiments the astronauts were forced
to increase their motion index.
2.1 Identification of Head Constrained Activities on D1
In addition to the head motion experiments there also were other experiments that
constrained astronaut head motion. Among these were hop and drop, the dome, and
the neck collar experiments. There were two hop and drop sessions, two neck collar
sessions (one for each subject), and 4 dome experiment sessions in which the subjects
participated. This impacted the data in two ways - directly, by constraining the
character of the head accelerations, and indirectly if they caused the changes in the
discomfort indices.
Hop and Drop Experiments
There were two hop and drop sessions on the D1 mission. The first one occured
during the period of adaptation. Subject I recorded severe SMS syptoms, including
vomiting, within two hours prior to the time of this session. The second hop and drop
session took place well after the adaptation was over. There is very little ARU data
for the time around the second hop and drop - only one 15 minute interval per subject
(two subjects shared the ARU in time). The symptoms were not recorded during that
session, but no severe symptoms were indicated by the subjects.
Subject MET time
Day Starting time - Ending time
F 0 14:10 - 14:30
6 14:50 - 15:02
I 0 14:32 - 14:47
6 15:08 - 15:23
The effect of the hop and drop experiments is to dramatically increase the activity
indices for the 15 minute intervals. That is because the subjects are instructed to jump
up/down while strapped to the deck with elastic bungee cords. The increase is so large
that it significantly affects the 8 hour session mean. Therefore, the accelerometer data
for the periods corresponding to the hop and drop experiments was excluded from the
analysis of the unconstrained head motion.
Dome Experiments
Subject I tookpart in 4 dome sessions (8 runs). There is no data for subject J,
except for one note:
Subject MET time
Day Starting time - Ending time
I 0 17:06 - 17:12
17:22 - 17:28
2 14:21 - 14:27
14:35 - 14:41
3 14:30 - 14:36
14:40 - 14:41
4 12:56 - 13:02
13:07 - 13:13
J - no experiments?
J 2 15:26 - "performing experiment"
The effect of the dome experiments is to lower the motion indices for the 15 minute
intervals. That is because the subjects' head is rigidly fixed with respect to the dome
using a bite-board. The dome sessions typically were only 6 minutes long and they did
not change the 8 hour ARU data much. They should be considered, however, when
the variability of the motion index over time is analyzed. This data was also excluded
from the "head unconstrained" analysis.
Neck Collar Experiments
Below is the time table of the neck collar experiment.
Subject MET time
Day Starting time - Ending time
I 5 10:00 - 10:34
J 4 06:30 09:59
Very little data, much less than expected, was available from this experiment. Subject
I wore the neck collar for only half an hour. Subject 3 did wear the collar for several
hours, but unfortunately did not record the head motions with the ARU for most of




All data files were first processed twice with the ERROR-CLEANUP program.
Double processing was found to remove errors a little better that a single pass. Ex-
tensive spot checking of D1 data was done to ensure that obvious unmarked errors
did not remain in the data (time did not permit manual examination of SL1 data).
The original data and the cleaned D1 data were compared. Where large differences in
error rates and/or data values were found, the data was examined manually.
3.2 Error Classification and Recovery By The ERRORCLEANUP
Program.
The ERROR-CLEANUP program was designed to set the error flag on erroneous
data and to clear the flag when it was incorrectly set or when the data values could
be corrected by scaling it by a power of 2. This program uses heuristic methods to
detect and to classify errors. Different properties of the data are determined and form
a basis for the error detection and classification. Criteria based on time histories of
data smoothness, running average, and the CDTR error flag status are used to detect
an error string and determine its span. Then five parameters were computed for each
string of data that was either suspected of being erroneous, or flagged as such by the
playback unit. Error classification was based on these five parameters.
3.2.1 The Types Of Errors
CDTR data was manually examined and "inconsistencies" in the data were classi-
fied into four "groups" of errors. Here "error" refers to a string of data that is marked
as erroroneous by the playback unit, or is suspected of being an error by the ER-
ROR.CLEANUP program (even if its error flag is cleared). As detailed below, each
group in turn contains several "types" of errors. The groups are:
1. Short and possibly "correct" errors. These are the strings of data with the error
bit set, but which are suspected of being in fact valid. These are fairly harmless
errors, since they are entirely marked by the playback unit. Even if some of
them are recovered incorrectly by the program they are not likely to significantly
corrupt the data unless present in huge numbers, because they contain reasonable
values.
2. Very long error intervals - their error flag is set by the playback unit for typically
thousands of values. These errors are also fairly harmless, since they are entirely
marked as errors by the playback unit.
3. Short errors that contain obviously invalid data. The error flag on some of the
invalid values may not have been set. These are very serious since they may
significantly distort the statistics if they are undetected, even if present in small
numbers.
4. Error intervals that start with obviously invalid data for which the error flag has
not been set. These are also serious since they can distort the statistics and may
be completely undetected by McCoys programs.
5. There is also an "unknown" error group - it contains errors that are not classified
as any other group/type. They can be a nuisance since they can take out a very
large percentage of data.
This ad hoc classification was chosen because it seemed that most errors were of one
of these types, and because each of the groups/types required different handling.This
classification is somewhat arbitrary and a different one could have been used. This
scheme was chosen after many days of examining the data manually and trying to guess
the reasons for errors, knowing some of the failure modes of the playback hardware
involved. Also, a fairly large number of error types within groups were used to allow
actions to be taken very selectively on different errors.
* The first group contains errors that are not very long, typically 1 to 20 values
(= .01 to .2 seconds) in length, and never longer than 200. These error inter-
vals appear to contain correct values that were flagged by the playback unit as
incorrect for one or another reason. There are four types of errors in this group.
The first one contains slightly varying data values that "behave well" and match
the values outside the error interval. "Behave well" means that the data passes
a goodness of linear fit test on up to 5 points. (The actual number of points
used depends on how many are available. Due to the short length of an error
interval, for example, fewer than 5 points may be used. When only two points
are available a difference test is used.) The program computes the sum of the
squares of the difference between each data point and the linear approximation,
then divides this by the degrees of freedom (i.e. the number of points minus one).
If the result is less than a smoothness criteria constant, then these points are
considered "smooth". This linear fit test is implied whenever there is a reference
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Figure 3.1: Error group 1, type 1
The second type of error contains data values that are constant everywhere but
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Figure 3.2: Error group 1, type 2
The third type of error in this group is one where the data is entirely constant, but
possibly valid. The error flag may be cleared even before the data value changes.
The last error type is similar to the third one, but the data may actually be
incorrect. It appears to be abnormally constant.
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Figure 3.4: Error group 1, type 4
* The second group contains very long error intervals, tens or maybe even hundreds
of thousands of points long. Generally, any error longer than 200 is classified as
UNKNOWNERROR group, unless it happens to be very specific. There are
three such particular types. The first one is a very long error with values that are
entirely constant. The second is one in which the data is constant until the last
value, where its value becomes 1023 (highest possible value on the CDTR). The
error flag is then cleared on the next value. The values following the error are all
at 1023. The third type of error in this group is a constant error value of 1023.
That happens when the error bit changes to "set" on a very long run of 1023.
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The third and fourth groups of errors are potentially serious since they, if unde-
tected, will affect the statistics.
* In the first two groups, all the data values are entirely marked as errors by the
CDTR playback unit. Some of the errors in the third group are not. The first
type of error interval in this group contains erroneous values that are constant
for many points, and are sandwiched between apparently correct values. Most of
the erroneous data is equal to one of only few, but widely different values. Some
of the apparently correct values just before and just after the clearly erroneous
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Figure 3.5: Error group 3, type 1
The second type of error in this group contains a few erroneous values between
apparently valid data. However, the entire error interval is flagged.
The third type of error is just like the first, but here all of erroneous data has the
same value.
The fourth type is just like the third, but it is entirely marked.
The fifth type of error contains runs ( both marked and unmarked ) of what looks
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Figure 3.6: Error group 3, type 2
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Figure 3.7: Error group 3, type 3
valid data. Such errors probably originate in the shift register of the CDTR
playback unit.
* Errors in the fourth group, unlike all others, start unmarked. Normally processing
of an error starts when an error flag is encountered. The overwhelming majority
of all errors are marked at the start. However, some errors are not. They have
to be detected by a smoothness test. There are four types of errors in this group.
The first one is an erroneous constant error interval. These error intervals are
very short, typically just one point.
The next type is a data error that is apparently partially shifted by a power of
two. This type is correctable. These errors usually occur just before a value with
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Figure 3.8: Error group 3, type 4
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Figure 3.9: Error group 3, type 5
error flag set and are apparently shifted by a power of two.
The third type of error is relatively short-less than 200 points-and not cor-
rectable. It includes all short errors in this group with the exception of the first
two types. The only reason constant errors were not included in this type was
because they are relatively "harmless" because of their length. (This does not
mean that they can not distort the data for the whole ARU session - on the con-
trary, they can if they go undetected. However, the values sufficiently different
to distort the statistics are easily detected by a smoothness test.) This way the
program keeps track of other non correctable errors in this group separately. The
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Figure 3.10: Error group 4, type 1
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Figure 3.11: Error group 4, type 2
* There is also an "unknown error group". All errors not classified in any other
group are labeled as unknown. Notice that the fourth type of errors in the fourth
group (the last one described above) would be labeled as "unknown" most of the
time by the ERROR.CLEANUP program.
This description of errors is rather ideal in the sense that the program does not
always identify the errors the same way a human operator would. This is not really
a problem, since the program is conservative-it is designed to take a safer action in
dubious cases. When looking at the output of the program, sometimes it will seem like
the program is misbehaving, but on closer examination everything is O.K. I A human





observer may misinterpret the error type, unless the data is closely scrutinized.
There is a small chance that the program will not set the error flag on erroneous
data, or even clear the flag that has already been set on truly erroneous data. There
are two things that the user can do to increase the conservatism of the program fur-
ther (See appendix E for program listings). First, the parameters in the errortype
subroutine can be set not to clear any error flags. This way no erroneous data will
be cleared. The disadvantage of this is that more data will be lost. The second ap-
proach is to adjust several parameters for stricter error filtering: maximumsmoothj ump
and smoothnesscriteria in the ERROR_CLEANUP program, and light_limit and
tight-limit in the ERRORTYPE subroutine. (See description of these in the Appendix
A.) The disadvantage of doing this is that some of the perfectly valid data may be
declared as erroneous and the error flag will be set. The problem is that only the more
variable data will be thrown out and this may change the statistics of the overall data.
Hence these parameters should be chosen very carefully. This is a very important
point. Many different values of the parameters were tried until the ones that seemed
to get rid of real errors, cleared valid data and did a good job in marginal cases were
found. They should not be changed unless the gains of the data channels are different
from those used on D1 mission. Also, two passes of the Errorcleanup program should
be done on the data, since they will treat highly variable data much more carefully
than a single pass and prevent it from being flagged as error.
3.2.2 Parameters Used in the Error Detection
"Maximum-smoothjump" parameter defines how large the first difference between
two points can be before the program assumes that there is an error. This param-
eter is used rarely-only when there are not more than two points available for the
smoothness test. "Smoothness..criteria" is the parameter used in the smoothness test.
The larger this parameter is the more variable the valid data is allowed to be by
the program. For the D1 data "maximum-smooth.jump" parameters were set to 15
and "smoothness.criteria" parameters were set to 16 for channels 1,2, and 3. "Maxi-
mum.smooth.jump" parameters were set to 60 and "smoothness.criteria" parameters
were set to 400 for channels 5,7, and 8. "Lightlimit" and "tightimit" specify how
close the data values have to be to their mean when determining the end of error
interval. "Light-limit" was set to equal "maximum.smooth.jump" for all channels,
while "tightlimit" was equal to just 1/3 of it.
3.2.3 Error Identification
In order to identify the type of error, five different parameters for each error are
found. Then, the error type is simply assigned on the basis of these parameters. These
parameters are: entrance, exit, length, variability, and error flagging.
Entrance and exit
Both "entrance" and "exit" can have one of three different values-smooth, abrupt,
and unknown. "Entrance" is considered smooth if there are four data points with error
bit cleared immediately before the error and they, together with the first erroneous
value, pass the smoothness test. If they don't pass the test, entrance is considered
"abrupt". If there are not four available points (because some of them are marked as
errors or are part of the time code) then the entrance is "unknown".
Length
The length is not used literally but is divided into several groups-less than 21,
between 21 and 100, between 101 and 200, and larger than 200.
Variability
There are many different variabilities that an error can get assigned: smooth, con-
stant, constant except for the last value, entered and/or exited smoothly but jumps to
a constant in between, entered and/or exited smoothly but becomes wild in between,
jumps to values that are a multiple of 2n of the correct value, constant at 1023, con-
stant last portion switching to 1023, abnormally constant, and unknown. (Abnormally
constant is not used in the present version, but it would be easy to add it since the
"hooks" are there.) This parameter is determined by a large if-then structure which
simply sequentially tests every case to see if the error matches it.
Error Flagging
This parameter may have one of three values: marked, unmarked, and initial value
is unmarked.
These five parameters completely identify the type of error.
3.2.4 How Error Extent is Determined
The program does not simply use the error flag as an indicator of error. There are
several checks to ensure that unmarked portions of erroneous data are detected. After
the program decides that the error has started it will not assume that it has ended
until all of the following are satisfied: the error flag indicates no error, the value came
close to the data average in the corresponding channel and the data following the error
appears valid.
Here is how it works in detail: first, the program checks sequential data values until
it finds data where the error flag is clear. The program then remembers that point.
Then it checks if the current value is close enough to the data average over the last 100
valid data points. There are two parameters for this: "lightlimit" and "tightJimit". If
the value is within "tightlimit" of the average, then the program thinks it is probably
the end of the error (but doesn't yet declare it as such). If the value is not within
"tightlimit" but is within "lightlimit" of the average the program assumes nothing
at this point. If the value is outside even "lightlimit" then the program assumes that
this in not the end of error. Once the program finds that it may be the end of the
error interval it checks if the values after the error are smooth. If they are not, the
program assumes that this is not the end of error. If they are, it checks if the number
of points from the last abrupt value is larger than 10. If it is, then this is the end of
the error. Notice that the program keeps checking this for every value until the end
of the error is found. These checks are performed for at least five values, but may
be performed for much longer if the data stream is not smooth or does not come to
within "tightJimit" of the average.
The program also continuously checks data for smoothness even when not within
erroneous data. This way the program will not miss errors that either start unmarked
or are entirely unmarked. This is the only test used to find completely unflagged
errors.
3.2.5 Error Handling
Once the error type is identified the error may be cleared-i.e. the error flag will
be set to 0. It may be set-i.e. error flag will be set to 1. The data may be shifted
by a power of 2 and the error flag cleared-its values will be divided or multiplied
by some 2' and the error flag set to 0. The error may be "corrected"-its value set
to some number, Lastly it may be left alone, and just reported. The type of action
can be set independently for each type of error by changing the parameters at the end
of ERROR_TYPE subroutine. For this analysis the data was never shifted if the n







Statistical methods were used to analyze the data - see the Experimental Methods
chapter above. The main emphasis was on determining the relationship between SMS
and subject discomfort. The main questions were:
* Is there a statistically significant difference between the levels of astronaut head
activity during the periods when they were experiencing SMS and when they
were not? A t2 parameter was computed, and Chebyshev's inequality used to
determine statistical significance.
* Is there a relationship between SMS susceptibility and natural head activity level
when asymptomatic?
* If yes, could the neck collar be used to reduce the head motion (and perhaps the
incidence of SMS?)
This chapter presents the results of the data analysis. First, the error detection
is discussed. Then the motion indices plots, both detailed and ARU session means,
together with the discomfort indices are presented. Then a comparison between the
subjects is done. Their SMS ranking and unconstrained head motion levels when
.; 4.k-
asymptomatic are compared. And last, the cross plots of the motion indices versus
discomfort indices are presented.
Discomfort index data for D1 mission was computed from several sources-mainly
from the transcripts of the in-flight voice recorder tapes that the astronauts used to
record their symptoms. In addition, plots of discomfort vs. MET obtained in post
flight debriefing were also used. SL1 discomfort vs. MET was taken from McCoy's
thesis. The discomfort indices were compiled from all sources, with the best estimate
taken where the different reports may be slightly conflicting.
4.2 Results of Error Detection
Extensive manual examination of the cleaned D1 data confirmed the effectiveness of
the ERRORCLEANUP program. To verify that the unmarked errors had indeed been
detected values from one of the D1 data files were examined completely point by point.
Large portions of the other six files were examined as well (given the typical 45 MB
size of these files it was not feasible to manually examine all of them in their entirety).
In all files the motion index statistics have been reduced to more reasonable levels. All
data where the error rate or the activity indices differed greatly before and after error
processing by the Errorcleanup program were also examined manually. As a result,
when the activity data was compared to the mission logs very good agreement was
found. For example - when ARU was not worn the motion index dropped to negligible
levels. It was also possible to identify in time specific activities-hop and drop, dome
experiment, neck collar experiment - simply by looking at ARU data. In one case it
was suspected that subject I wore the neck collar for only 30 minutes of the 3 hour
scheduled period. This was later confirmed when subject I consulted his mission notes.
Due to time constraints, extensive manual examination of Spacelab 1 data was
not performed. SL1 analysis relied exclusively on the playback unit and the ER-
ROR.CLEANUP program to detect the errors. However, only the angular channels
were used in the SL1 analysis, and the accelerometer gains on SL1 were identical to
D1. Therefore, the program was expected to detect errors in SL1 data as well as it
did in D1 data.
4.3 Results of Statistical Analysis - Motion and Discomfort
Indices Plots
There was a difference in the head motion between the periods for the subject I when
symptomatic vs. asymptomatic. This difference was statistically significant (p < .05)
by Chebyshev for all ARU sessions. See Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for t2 parameters. There
was no such difference for the subject J who experience only minor SMS symptoms.
Also, the average level of activity for this subject was lower.
ARU session time MET 12-20 43-50 104-113 130-133
12-20 - 35.48 26.55 22.49
43-50 35.48 - .276 .25
104-113 26.55 .276 - .01
130-133 22.49 .25 .01 -
Figure 4.1: Values of t2 for the difference between ARU sessions for subject I
ARU session time MET 4-8 24-29 79-83 105-107
4-8 - .549 1.57 .05
24-29 .549 - 1.75 .072
79-83 1.57 1.75 - .024
105-107 .05 .072 .024 -
Figure 4.2: Values of t2 for the difference between ARU sessions for subject J
Likewise, there was statistically significant difference between the motion indices for
subject B on SL1 during vs after sickness. Since there were many more ARU sessions
for this subject than for subject I, the t2 parameter was computed for all the data
,; 4 A
while symptomatic vs. all the data when asymptomatic1. The t2 was found to be
87.63, which gives p < .0114 by Chebyshev's ineqality.
However, there was no similar difference for subject C, who did experience SMS. A
possible explanaition lies in the character of his symptoms. Subject C, unlike subjects
B and I, did not experience a sustained increased discomfort during the first few days.
Instead he experienced several sudden episodes of severe discomfort (vomiting) but
felt relatively well the rest of the time. Perhaps, because he felt better, on average,
than subject B, he was less compelled to limit his head movements. It is interesting to
note that McCoy concluded that subject C's activity had increased late in the mission.
However, his conclusion was biased by the linear channels, and also by a single high
activity session at the end of the mission. It is not so clear whether the motion index
during the last session of mission represents a trend toward increasing activity or not.
Based on the consistency of other points, we believe this is not the case.
'Files S2, S32, S3 were used for the symptomatic period, and files S9, S8, S14, S16, and S17 were used for the
asymptomatic period. File S4 was not used due to high error rate, while file S13 was not used because it was suspected
that ARU was not worn during this period.
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Figure 4.4: Subject C ARU session RMS motion indices
D1 mission subject I RMS session motion index
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Figure 4.5: Subject I ARU session RMS motion indices
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Figure 4.6: Subject J ARU session RMS motion indices
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Figure 4.7: Subject B motion index
Below are the detailed motion indices and discomfort plots by ARU session:
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SL1 mission, subject B discomfort index
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Figure 4.8: Subject B discomfort index
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Figure 4.9: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.10: Subject B discomfort index
SL1 mission, subject B motion index
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Figure 4.11: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.13: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.15: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.17: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.19: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.21: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.22: Subject B discomfort index
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Figure 4.23: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.25: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.27: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.29: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.31: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.33: Subject B motion index
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Figure 4.35: Subject C motion index
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Figure 4.37: Subject C motion index
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Figure 4.39: Subject C motion index
L1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.41: Subject C motion index
SL1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.43: Subject C motion index
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Figure 4.45: Subject C motion index
SL1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.47: Subject C motion index
3L1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.49: Subject C motion index
SL1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.53: Subject C motion index
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Figure 4.55: Subject C motion index
SL1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.57: Subject C motion index
SL1 mission, subject C discomfort index
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Figure 4.59: Subject I motion index
D01 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.61: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.63: Subject I motion index
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Figure 4.65: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.67: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.69: Subject I motion index
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Figure 4.71: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.73: Subject I motion index
01 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.74: Subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.75: Subject I motion index
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Figure 4.76: Subject I discomfort index
SL1 mission, subject I motion index
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Figure 4.79: Subject I motion index
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Figure 4.81: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort
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Figure 4.83: Subject I motion index
D1 mission, subject I discomfort index
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Figure 4.85: Subject J motion index













Figure 4.86: Subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.87: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.89: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.91: Subject J motion index
Dl mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.93: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort
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Figure 4.95: Subject J motion index
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Figure 4.96: Subject J discomfort index
SL1 mission, subject J motion index
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Figure 4.97: Subject J motion index
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Figure 4.99: Subject J motion index
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Figure 4.101: Subject J motion index
Dl1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.103: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.105: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.107: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.109: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.111: Subject J motion index
D1 mission, subject J discomfort index
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Figure 4.113: Subject J motion index
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4.4 Results of Statistical Analysis - Head Motion and SMS
Intensity
All four subjects were ranked for their SMS intensity. There are several criteria
that could be used for this, for example the number of vomiting episodes, the average
intensity while symptomatic, or how long the frank sickness lasted. All of these were
similar. This ranking is, in increasing order, subject J, subject C, subject I and subject
B, see figure:
Subject code Ranking
Vomiting episodes Average discomfort Duration of frank sickness
B 4(6) 4 4(35 hours)
C 2(2) 2 2(14 hours)
I 3(3) 3 3(33 hours)
J 1(0) 1 1(-)
Figure 4.115: Subject SMS intensity ranking
All four subjects were ranked for their late mission motion index based on the RMS
motion index results from the last 3 sessions. This ranking is not particularly sensitive
to the exact number of sessions chosen. This ranking is, in increasing order, subject
J, C, I, and B.
There appears to be a correlation between the astronauts head motion while asymp-
tomatic and their SMS inflight sickness intensity. Subject B who has the highest motion
index of the four subjects late in the mission also experienced the most severe SMS.
Subject I had the next largest motion index late in the mission also had second in
severety symptoms of SMS. Subject J did not experience SMS also had the lowest
motion index. While it is hard to say anything definitively about subject C due to the
lack of discomfort data, it does appear that he fits between subjects I and J in both
head activity and discomfort.
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4.4.1 Neck collar results
The neck collar experiment did not produce enough data to make statistical calcu-
lations. However, subject I did show a large decrease (from about 2.75 to about 1.5
Rad/sec 2) in the motion index. This is lower than his motion index while symptomatic.
Therefore, it appears possible to use the neck collar as an anti-SMS device. Subject J
did not show any difference in ARU data, which was also confirmed by a voice note
reporting that he did not perceive any difference in his activity with or without the
collar. We have no data on how tightly the collar was worn by both subjects.
4.5 Results of Statistical Analysis - Activity Indices vs. Dis-
comfort Crossplots
Below are the cross plots of the motion index vs. discomfort index. This data is
not very conclusive, but it is consistent with the hypothesis that astronauts tend to
limit their head movements when they are symptomatic. Note that the majority of













Figure 4.116: Motion index vs. discomfort index plot for subject B
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Conclusions, and Suggestions for
Further Research
5.1 Conclusions
Not enough ARU and discomfort data was taken during both missions to permit
a complete statistical analysis. However, the data supports the hypotheses listed in
previous chapter. There is a restriction of head motion, probably voluntary, for subject
I during the period of increased SMS symptoms. The subject J who was hardly affected
by SMS did not obviously change his head movement strategy. He was also less active
than subject I when asymptomatic. Similar results were obtained for SL1 subjects B
and C. Subject B strongly limited his head movement when symptomatic. Subject C
did not show any clear trend over the mission. This supports the hypothesis that SMS
intensity depends on the level of astronauts' natural head activity. In one of the two
subjects who wore the neck collar, there was a dramatic decrease in head motion.
It appears possible to use the natural head activity level in weightlessness as a
predictor of the SMS, or at least rank order of SMS intensity for different crewmembers.
One could even speculate that astronauts are not likely to get sick if their head motion
could be kept low, near 2 Rad/sec2 , and that they are very likely to get sick if it get
high, near 3 Rad/sec2 . However, it is not believed that it is sufficient by itself. Rather
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both it and the susceptibility to different visual and vestibular stimuli may have to
be used (it is not clear, however, which of the stimuli should the astronauts be tested
for).
5.2 Suggestions for Further Research
There are several suggestions for future research:
* For future missions, increase the amount of data taken, and ensure that there is
good overlap of the discomfort data and the acceleration data. Switch to a more
reliable recorder.
* Repeat the neck collar experiment. The neck collar should also be worn during
the early part of a mission. If the motion index is reduced does discomfort index
also improve?
* Test subjects on the ground to determine if head activity on earth is a good
predictor of head activity in zero-g during late part of a mission
* Add 3 more linear accelerometers and place them symmetrically on two sides of
the subject's head (keeping the angular accelerometers as well). This will permit
easy separation of the part of linear acceleration data that's due to rotation. Then





There are several programs - ERRORCLEANUP, AVERAGING, MANUALCLEAN,
and R.K. McCoy's programs - PREPHG, DATAPREP. ERROR_CLEANUP is used
for getting rid of the errors in the data files. It classifies all errors in a data file and
then acts on them according to this classification. The program is written to make
it easy to change what it does to each type of error - just change the parameters
and recompile it. The program may clear error flags, set them, rescale data values,
substitute a new value, or just report an error. It also reports all errors and error
statistics.
AVERAGING is used for finding the averages of data on different channels. It
only averages the data values whose error flags are cleared. The user can choose the
channels and the intervals over which to average. The output files contain two column
of numbers-the time and the average for that time. If there was not a single valid
value in a specified region, the program closes the output file and opens a new one
with a higher version number. That is done to signal to the user that there is missing
data.
MANUAL-CLEAN is used for manually setting or clearing the error flag in the data
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files. Large portions of data can be processed at a time. These three programs were
written in Vax Fortran and compiled under VMS version 4.4 and 4.5. They cannot be
compiled with a Fortran 77 compiler.
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A.2 How To Use The Programs - ERROR CLEANUP
To use ERROR.CLEANUP simply enter
$ RUN ERRORCLEANUP
and reply to the prompts. First, the program will ask for the name of the data file to be
processed. That is the raw data file. If the file is located on a different device, or in a
different directory, just include the device and directory name in the file specifications.
The complete file specifications have the form:
node::device:[directory]filename.filetype;version
For more information on file specs see the VAX VMS User's manual. Then the program
will ask for the output file name. That is the name for the file containing the corrected
data. The last file name that you will need to supply is for the comments and statistics.
You will type it in when the program asks for report file name.
After you give the three file names, you'll be asked to give the first and last records
in the data file to be processed. If the data file contains a text header record then
the first record MUST be at least 4. If there is no header record, you may specify
any number larger than 2 for the first record (The only way to get a file without a
header is to use the CHOP program to cut a portion of a file out or process a file once
with the ERROR.CLEANUP). The last record should be at least one record before
the end of file. The records are 5120 bytes, or 2560 words long, except for the header
record which has a different format. The data records contain the data for channels 1
through 8 repeated 320 times. At the sampling rate of 100Hz this allows storing of 3.2
seconds of data in each record. At the present, the program will work correctly even
if you give the last record number that is larger than the last record in the file, but it
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will not produce the final parts of a report file. Therefore you will not know if there
were any flushed errors and will not have the statistics (see later for explanations). To
determine how many records there are in a file give the DIR/SIZE command at the
DCL prompt-$. That will show you the size of the file in blocks. Divide that number
by 10 and you'll get the number of records it contains.
After that you'll be prompted for the channels to be processed. If you would like to
process all channels enter 0, otherwise enter one number at a time, and enter -1 when










The last query you need to answer is the expected average values in the channels
at the beginning of the first record to be processed. You can determine those by using
one of the other programs available, such as WDTOUT from JSC. That information
is needed in case there is an error very close to the first processed values. In this case
the program will not yet know what the average should be, so it needs your input.
If you give the average that is not correct and an error starts in that channel before
the average is recomputed, chances are all of the processing on that channel will be
incorrect.
Iin real data channels 4 and 6 were swapped
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4i. f.
When the program stops running you will find, in addition to the original data file,
the file with corrected data, and the report file. The report file will contain various
statistics which you may disregard if you are only interested in getting the corrected
data. There are, however a couple of things you should check in that file. First, closer
to the end of it, right after the last error description, but before the statistics, you may
see messages like FLUSHING OUT ERROR ... That means there were unprocessed
errors in some channels when the program finished processing. Check when those
errors started. If they are short you can disregard them. If they are long, you may
need to take them into account when analyzing the data. In any case, you can set
the error flag on that data manually with MANUAL-CLEAN program. Second, check
for very long errors. This version of the program automatically sets the error bit on
all values in that error. However, that takes a lot of time and some other users may
change the parameters in the program to avoid that. Make sure that you have the
version that marks all long errors if you need to avoid all unmarked errors.
If you need more than just the summary on the errors, you will find it in the report
file. The information contained there consists of:
* the beginning, end, and channel number of certain errors
* flushed errors
* the full summary, contains number of errors in a block, total length of errors in
a block, percentage of erroneous values in a segment and the same information
about the corrected file for every 15 minute block
* the brief summary contains the same information for the entire file
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A.3 How To Use The Programs - AVERAGE
To use AVERAGE just enter RUN AVERAGE at the $ prompt. First you will be
asked for the data file specifications. That is the name of the file containing CDTR
data. If this file is not in you directory, just use the entire file specifications. Next,
you will be asked for the channels you want processed. Enter each channel, then enter
-1 when done. If you want all channels just enter 0. Then you'll be asked for output
file specifications for each channel to be processed. You can enter any legal name, but
DO NOT enter version number. This program may need to open several files with the
same name, so version numbers must not be restricted. If the data file contains errors
that are long enough, this program will close the output file, and open a new one with
the same name but higher version number. This way you will know that there are
periods containing no valid data, rather than think that the data is a straight line.
Next you'll be asked for the first and last record to process. The defaults are third
and last records, respectively. The last thing you have to enter is the number of values
to average over. The program will accept any valid integer higher than 1. Probably
the best value is 6000-that will average over one minute intervals. The processing will
start when the first time code is found.
A.4 How To Use The Programs - MANUAL _CLEAN
To use MANUALCLEAN just enter RUN MANUALCLEAN at the $ prompt and
then respond to the questions.
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A.5 How The Programs Work - AVERAGE
This is a very straight forward program. It simply computes averages of valid
data. Only data whose error bit is cleared is used. The processing starts following
the first time code found after the user specified record and continues until the user
specified ending record. Program computes averages over user specified number of
values, whether valid or invalid. If there isn't any valid data in some segment (so the
average in that segment can't be computed) the program will close the output file,
and open another one with the same name and higher version when the first valid
value is encountered. The output files consist of two columns of numbers-time and
the averages. Time is in decimal format, e.g. 12:15 would be 12.25.
A.6 How The Programs Work - MANUAL _CLEAN
This is also a very straight forward program. It simply sets or clears the error flag
on some segment of data according to user instructions. No analysis of data beyond






There are two different segments in this file. In the first one the timing starts with
2:27 and continues until 7:6. This start time corresponds to MET day 4, hour 9:23,
subject J. In the second one it starts at 7:49 and continues until 8:33, which is the
last time code in this file. Both error and estimate bits were set on all the time codes
stating at 8:24. This corresponds to the second hop and drop late in the mission,
and there is data for two subjects in this segment. This segment was not used in the





























first time segment in this file:
2:40 Count = 90000







2:56 Count a 90000

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 23 0.0 89977
5 23 0.0 89977
7 15 0.0 89986
8 63898 71.0 26102
Record# 19 Start - End Times 6:59
CHANNEL ERRORS %ERRORS SAMPLES
1 7064 16.5 36856
2 360 0.8 42360
3 328 0.8 42392
5 328 0.8 42392
7 328 0.8 42392













































This is the summary of the second time segment in this file:






















































































































































Time coverage: start time 2:41 in rec.21, end time 10:34. The starting time corre-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RecordS 16 Start - End Time





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first time stamp in this file is 12:12. The last time stamp is 6:56. This starting
time corresponds to MET day 1, hour 19:20, subject I.
B.3.2 Processed Data


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































80 0.1 89920 -0.08 0.03
132 0.1 89868 -0.93 2.15
905 1.0 89095 -2.40 4.48
297 0.3 89703 -2.31 2.85
Start - End Times 3: 6 - 3:20 Count a 90000
LORS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV.
61 0.1 89939 0.03 0.02
95 0.1 89905 0.10 0.03
68 0.1 89932 -0.08 0.02
127 0.1 89873 -1.17 1.88
856 1.0 89144 -2.47 3.57
229 0.3 89771 -2.66 2.71
Start - End Times 3:21 - 3:35 Count = 90000
RORS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV.
157 0.2 89843 0.03 0.02
172 0.2 89828 0.10 0.02
67 0.1 89933 -0.08 0.02
152 0.2 89848 -1.45 1.40
478 0.5 89522 -2.52 2.72
169 0.2 89831 -2.91 2.09
Start - End Times 3:36 - 3:50 Count = 90000
WORS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV.
213 0.2 89787 0.03 0.02
246 0.3 89754 0.10 0.03
108 0.1 89892 -0.08 0.02
398 0.4 89602 -1.60 1.96
793 0.9 89207 -2.50 3.42
449 0.5 89551 -2.61 2.75
Start - End Times 3:51 - 4: 5 Count - 90000










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are three segments in this file. The first one starts at 4:59 and continues
until 10:12. This starting time corresponds to MET day 0, hour 23:56, subject J. The
second one starts at 12:27 (around rec 5827) and continues until 2:40. This starting
time corresponds to MET day 3, hour 7:28, subject J. The third one starts at 10:14 (in
rec 8287). The last time stamp in the file is 10:35. It is not clear what this corresponds
to. This segment was not used in the analysis.
B.4.2 Processed Data
Below is the summary
Record# 1 Start - End Times
CHANNEL ERRORS EBROBRS Si
1 809 0.9 81
2 997 1.1 8a
3 1417 1.6 8t
5 2960 3.3 81
7 3093 3.4 81
8 7989 8.9 8:
Recordl 2 Start - End Times
CHANNEL D ERRORS %ERRORS S
1 231 0.3 8a
2 389 0.4 81
3 600 0.7 81
5 302 0.3 8s
7 210 0.2 8s
8 2757 3.1 8'
Record# 3 Start - End Times
CHANNEL ERRORS ERROS S.
1 115 0.1 8a
2 918 1.0 8a
3 800 0.9 8a
5 104 0.1 8a
7 31 0.0 8
8 2916 3.2 8'
Record# 4 Start - End Times
CHANNEL ERRORS %ERRORS S
1 62 0.1 8
2 1223 1.4 8
3 1065 1.2 8
5 155 0.2 8
7 77 0.1 8
8 2585 2.9 8
Record# 6 Start - End Times
CHANNEL ERRORS ZERRORS S
1 30 0.0 8
2 1595 1.8 8
3 1822 2.0 8
r from the first segment:















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 728 1.3 57192 
-0.74 2.20
7 816 1.4 57104 -0.62 3.05 3.03 - 3.118 1742 3.0 56178 
-0.49 2.13 2.09 - 2.22
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This is the summary of the third segment:


















































































































The first time stamp in this file is 4:53, and the last one is 12:47. The starting time









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first time stamp in this file is 1:47 in rec.11, and the last time stamp is 9:40 in
rec.8815. The starting time corresponds to MET day 4, hour 8:45, subject I.
B.6.2 Processed Data
itistics for the cleaned file.
- End Times 1:47 - 2: 1 Count = 90000
%ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.5 89586 0.03 0.02
0.2 89795 0.10 0.04
0.2 89862 -0.08 0.03
0.4 89599 -3.21 2.79
1.4 88718 -2.47 3.96
0.6 89471 -5.77 3.51
- End Times 2: 2 - 2:16 Count = 90000
%ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.3 89766 0.03 0.03
0.2 89796 0.10 0.04
0.1 89878 -0.08 0.03
0.6 89475 -2.43 2.34
1.7 88462 -2.44 4.17
0.4 89672 -4.97 3.81
- End Times 2:17 - 2:31 Count - 90000
%ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.0 89975 0.03 0.02
0.1 89889 0.10 0.03
0.1 89926 -0.08 0.02
0.0 89980 -3.83 1.74
0.2 89847 -2.47 3.23
0.4 89607 -6.07 2.74
- End Times 2:32 - 2:46 Count = 90000
%ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.1 89902 0.03 0.02
0.2 89818 0.10 0.04
0.1 89941 -0.09 0.03
0.3 89748 -4.10 2.21
1.2 88881 -2.41 3.78
0.3 89709 -6.05 3.47
- End Times 2:47 - 3: 1 Count - 90000
%ERROBS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.0 89978 0.03 0.02
0.1 89914 0.09 0.03
0.0 89979 -0.09 0.02
0.1 89950 -4.60 1.86
0.4 89681 -2.45 3.66
0.3 89770 -6.60 2.95
- End Times 3: 2 - 3:16 Count - 90000
%ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN STAND. DEV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL:
0.2 89847 0.03 0.02
0.1 89884 0.09 0.03
0.1 89883 -0.09 0.02
0.3 89757 -3.10 2.10
0.3 89736 -2.41 2.57








































































































































































































































































41 0.0 89969 -2.43
a98 0.3 89702 -7.16
tart - End Times 3:32 - 3:46
RS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
45 0.1 899556 0.03
L23 0.1 89877 0.09
96 0.1 89904 -0.09
L16 0.1 89884 -2.24
103 0.4 89597 -2.43
18 0.4 89682 -6.40
tart - End Times 3:47 - 4: 1
RS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
.62 0.2 89838 0.03
71 0.1 89929 0.09
24 0.0 89976 -0.09
86 0.1 89914 -0.46
113 0.2 89787 -2.48
.74 0.2 89826 -5.44
itart - End Times 4:2 - 4:17
RS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
32 0.0 89968 0.02
99 0.1 89901 0.09
40 0.0 89960 -0.09
16 0.0 89984 -1.51
94 0.1 89906 -2.43
864 0.2 89836 -5.97
Start - End Times 4:18 - 4:32
IRS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
49 0.1 89951 0.02
.09 0.1 89891 0.09
47 0.1 89953 -0.09
Li6 0.1 89884 -1.16
257 0.3 89743 -2.43
115 0.1 89885 -5.36
Start - End Times 4:33 - 4:47
RS ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
182 0.4 89618 0.02
164 0.3 89736 0.09
282 0.3 89718 -0.09
285 0.3 89715 -0.665
284 0.3 89716 -2.39
196 0.6 89504 -4.66
Start - End Times 4:48 - 5: 2
DRS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
700 0.8 89300 0.02
450 0.5 89550 0.09
189 0.6 89511 -0.09
246 0.3 89754 -1.63
319 0.4 89681 -2.40
744 0.8 89256 -6.80
Start - End Times 5: 3 - 5:17
ORBS ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
624 2.9 87376 0.02
467 0.5 89533 0.09
720 0.8 89280 -0.09
511 0.7 89389 -0.88
750 0.8 89250 -2.42








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9:35 Count = 90000
B.7 D1SN1125
B.7.1 Time Coverage
The first time stamp in this file is 9:19, and the last one 4:55. The starting time







































































































































ms 10:51 - 11: 5
SAMPLES MEAN
Count 90000
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16 0.0 89986 -0.89
16 0.0 89985 -0.91
L93 2.4 87807 -0.64
Start - End Times 3:24 - 3:38
RS %ERRORS SAPtLES MEAN
19 0.0 89981 -0.02
76 0.1 89925 -0.20
19 0.0 89981 -0.16
15 0.0 89986 -0.89
19 0.0 89981 -0.91
564 1.7 88446 -0.64
Start - End Times 3:39 - 3:63
ORS %ERRORS SMPLES MEIAN
16 0.0 89985 -0.02
79 0.1 89921 -0.20
15 0.0 89985 -0.16
16 0.0 89985 -0.89
16 0.0 89986 -0.91
254 2.5 87746 -0.63
Start - End Times 3:54 - 4: 9
ORS ERRORS SAMPLES NEAN
16 0.0 89984 -0.02
4169 5.0 866531 -0.20
16 0.0 89984 -0.18
16 0.0 89984 -0.89
16 0.0 89984 -0.91
34 4.7 86766 -0.61
Start - End Times 4:10 - 4:24
ORS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
66 0.1 89934 -0.02
84 3.3 87016 -0.20
40 0.0 89960 -0.16
682 1.8 88418 -0.89
94 3.0 87306 -0.92
326 13.7 77674 -0.60
Start - End Times 4:25 - 4:39
ORS %ERRORS SAMPLES MEAN
66 0.1 89934 -0.02
275 0.3 89725 -0.20
19 0.0 89981 -0.16
64 0.1 89946 -0.89
23 0.0 89977 -0.93


































































































































































































1 200 0.2 83160 -0.02 0.04 0.04 - 0.04
2 11281 13.5 72079 -0.20 0.00 0.00 - 0.00
3 88 0.1 83272 -0.16 0.03 0.03 - 0.03
5 417 0.5 82943 -0.91 1.14 1.14 - 1.15
7 207 0.2 83153 -0.91 1.17 1.17 - 1.17




Below are the activity index plots for the Spacelab D1 mission. The data for these
can be found in the "Raw D1PREPHG Output" Appendix.
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Subject I, Rotational activity indices
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Figure C.1: Angular activity indices for subject I
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Subject I, Rotational activity indices
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Figure C.3: Angular activity indices for subject I
Subject I, linear activity indices
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Subject I, Rotational activity indices
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Figure C.5: Angular activity indices for subject I
Subject I, linear activity indices
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Subject I, Rotational activity indices
2 Ii7tJ~~
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--- e-- Roll accel.
*- Pitch accel.
- Yaw accel.
129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138
TIME(MET)
Figure C.7: Angular activity indices for subject I
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-- Y acceleration
- --- Z acceleration
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Subject J, Rotational activity indices
- -- Roll acceL
- Pitch accel.
--- a- Yaw accel.
TIME(M ET)
Figure C.9: Angular activity indices for subject J
Subject J, linear activity Indices
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Subject J, Rotational activity indices
6
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Figure C.11: Angular activity indices for subject J
Subject J, linear activity indices
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Subject J, Rotational activity indices
i 1 I I
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---- Roll accel.
- Pitch accel.
-- -- Yaw accel.
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Figure C.13: Angular activity indices for subject J
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Subject J, Rotational activity indices
-**-- Roll accel.
- - Pitch acell.
-- Yaw accel.
104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114
TIME(MET)
Figure C.15: Angular activity indices for subject J















-- ***- X acceleration
- - Y acceleration
- -- Z acceleration
104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114
TIME(MET)
Figure C.16: Linear activity indices for subject J
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D.1 Spacelab D1 Mission Files








The numbers in the name of these files correspond to the CDTR tape serial number.
D.2 Spacelab 1 Mission Files
























File SN1004.SL1 was not used because channel 7 (pitch) contained less than 1000
valid data points during most of the 15 minute intervals. Normally, there should be
about 90,000 points in a 15 minute interval. File SN1011.SL1 was not used because
channel 8 (yaw) contained no valid data at all in most of the 15 minute intervals. The
total number of point in this channel was about 15,000.
The SN1013.SL1 file was not used because it appeared that the ARU was not worn
during this period, or there was some other problem.
The numbers in the name of these files correspond to the CDTR tape serial number.
The MET times for these files were taken from McCoy's thesis.
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Appendix E
Errorcleanup and Its Subroutines
E.1 Errorcleanup
PROGRAM ERROR.CLEINUP
C MAIN PROGRAM TO CLEAN UP THE ERRORS FROM DATA FILES
C ----------------------------------- m---------------
C VARIABLE TO BOLD THREE RECORDS OF CURRENTLY READ DATA
LOGICAL*2 DATAJLOCI (8,320.3)/7680*0/
LOGICAL*1 KEEP.READING /.TRUE./ I A LOCAL UTILITY VARIABLE
LOGICAL*1 TIMECODEFLAG
LOGICAL*1 CLEANISMOOTH.FLAG
C A LOCAL UTILITY COUNTER USED TO INPUT NUMBERS OF CHANNELS
C TO BE PROCESSED.
INTEGER*2 COUNTERI
C IMPORTANT COUNTER USED FOR LOOPING THROUGH ALL CHANNELS -
C DURING ERROR PROCESSING.
INTEGER*2 CHANNELCOUINTER
C A UTILITY VARIABLE USED IN THE IMPLIED DO LOOPS DURING
C READING OF THE DATA INTO DATABLOCE IARRAT.
INTEGER*2 CHANNEL.COUNTER2
C LOCAL UTILITY VARIABLE USED DURING INPUT OF CHANNEL
C NUMBERS TO BE PROCESSED.
INTEGER*2 ACCEPT.CHANNEL /-1/
C ARRAY THAT SHOWS WHICH CHANNELS WERE CHOSEN FOR PROCESSING.
C USED IN THE MAIN LOOP TO DECIDE WHETHER TO PROCESS DATA
C FROM THAT CHANNEL OR NOT.
INTEGER*2 DATA.II.CHANNEL(8) /8*0/
C A LOCAL UTILITY VARIABLE USED TO COUNT HOW MANY CHANNELS WERE
C ENTERED FOR PROCESSING.
INTEGER*2 CHANNELS.ENTERED /0/
C VARIABLE USED TO HOLD THE GUESS FOR THE ERROR TO BE USED IN
C REPORTING OF ERROR (NOT CORRECTING IT)
INTEGER*2 ERRORILGUESS
167
C THE SAME AS ABOVE BUT FOR THE SECOND ERROR IN AN ERROR STRING
INTEGER*2 ERROR2.CUESS
C VARIABLE USED TO SPECIFY WHAT ACTION TO TAKE ON THE RETURNED
C ERROR (NOT IDENTIFYING WHICH ERROR IT IS)
INTEGER*2 CORRECTIVE.ACTIONCODE1
C THE SAME AS ABOVE BUT FOR THE SECOND ERROR
INTEGER*2 CORRECTIVE-ACTION.CODE2
A PARAMETER DECLARATION. THIS PARAMETER IS
DATA.IN.CHANNEL ARRIY TO DECIDE WHETHER TO
A CHANNEL OR NOT.
INTEGER*2 NO.DATA
IN AN ERROR STRING
USED WITH THE
PROCESS DATA IN
C PARAMETER USED FOR STRIPPING EXTRA BITS OFF DATA
INTEGER*2 DATA-MASK
C A UTILITY VARIABLE USED TO READ IN
C THREE RECORDS OF DATA.
INTEGER*2 RECORD.COUNTERI
C VARIABLE SHOVING WHICH PART OF THE
C RECORD PRESENTLY BEING PROCESSED.
INTEGER*2 PRESE.NTRECORD.INDEX /2/
AND WRITE OUT THE FIRST
DATA.BLOC ARRATY CONTAINS
C AN ARRAY USED TO "INCREMENT" THE PRESENT.RECORD.INDEX
INTEGER*2 NEXT.INDEX(3) /2.3,1/
C AN ARRAT USED TO "DECREMENTN THE PRESENT.RECORD.INDEX
INTEGER*2 PREVIOUS.INDEX(3) /3.1,2/
C IMPORTANT COUNTER USED FOR LOOPING THROUGH ALL THE SAMPLES
C DURING ERROR PROCESSING
INTEGER*2 SAMPLE.COUNTER1
C A UTILITY VARIABLE USED IN THE IMPLIED DO LOOPS DURING
C READING OF THE DATA INTO DATA.BLOCK ARRAY.
INTEGER*2 SAMPLE.COUNTER2
C A UTILITY COUNTER USED IN READING IN THE EXPECTED AVERAGES




C VARIABLE USED FOR HOLDING A DATA VALUE THAT MAY BE USED
C DURING ERROR CORRECTION
INTEGER*2 CORRECTION.VALUEI
C THE SAME AS ABOVE BUT FOR THE SECOND ERROR IN THE ERROR STRING
INTEGER*2 CORRECTIONIVALUE2
C VARIABLE HOLDING SAMPLE NUMBER OF
C FIRST ERROR IN ERROR STRING.
INTEGER*2 START.OFERRORIB SAMPLE
C THE SAME AS ABOVE BUT FOR THE END
INTEGER*2 ENDO.F.ERRORISAMPLE
THE BEGINNING OF THE
OF FIRST ERROR IN STRING.


















C VARIABLE TO HOLD THE NUMBER OF THE CURRENTLY PROCESSED RECORD
INTEGER*4 RECOBD.INUMBER
C VARIABLE THAT HOLDS THE NU1BER OF THE FIRST RECORD IN THE INPUT
C FILE TO BE PROCESSED (MINIMUM IS 2)
INTEGER*4 FIRST.RECORD
C VARIABLE THAT HOLDS THE NUMBER OF THE LAST RECORD IN THE INPUT
C FILE TO BE PROCESSED (MINIMUM IS FIRSTJRECORD)
INTEGER*4 LAST.RECORD
C THE NEXT FOUR VARIABLES HOLD RECORD NUMBERS OF THE BEOINNINGS




















C VARIABLE TO HOLD THE APPROXIMATION TO THE AVERAGE OF THE








"ADJUSTED" MEANS THAT THEY ARE DIVIDED BY 100 SO THAT




C THE NEXT THREE VARIABLES HOLD THE NAMES OF INPUT,OUTPUT, AND
C REPORT FILES.
CHARACTER*50 INPUT.FILE, OUTPUT.FILE,REPORT.FILE
C SEE DECLARATION FOR EIPLANATIONS
PARAMETER (TIME.CODE =0)
PARAMETER (NO.DATA a 0)
PARAMETER (DATA.MASK a 1023)





C -------------------- w--------------- w------------
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
10 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER DATA FILE SPECIFICATIONS: ',$)
11 FORMAT(/,' ERROR GUESS ',12,' CHANNEL ',I2,
2 ' NUMBER OF TIMES ',18,' TOTAL LENGTH ',IS,
2 ' PERCENTAGE ',FS.4)
12 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER EXPECTED AVERAGE FOR CHANNEL ',12)
14 FORMAT(FS.0)
16 FORMAT'(/,' FLUSHING OUT ERROR IN CHANNEL ',12,' RECORD ',
2 17.' SAMPLE ',13)
17 FORMAT(/,' PRINTING ERROR STATISTICS FOR 16 MIN BLOCK
2NUMBER ',14)
18 FORMAT(,*' ERROR GUESS ',12,' CHANNEL ',12,
2 ' NUMBER OF TIMES ',18,' TOTAL LENGTH ',IS,
2 ' PERCENTAGE ',F8.4)








ERRORS IN CORRECTED FILE ')
SUMMARY STATISTICS ')
UNMARKED DATA NOT SMOOTH IN CHANNEL ',I2,
',18,' SAMPLE ',13)
CHANNEL ',11,
NUMBER OF COMBINED ERRORS IN CHANNEL ',IS,
2 * TOTAL LENGTB OF ERRORS IN CRANNEL ',I)
FORMAT(/.' PLEASE ENTER OUTPUT FILE SPECIFICATIONS: ',$)
FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER REPORT FILE SPECIFICATIONS: ',$)
FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE CHANNEL TO BE PROCESSED.',
2/,' ENTER -1 TO EXIT SELECTION, 0 TO SELECT ALL CHANNELS.')
FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE NE•T CHANNEL: '.$)
FORMAT(BN,12)
FORMAT(I,' ERROR GUESS ',12,' CHANNEL ',12,
2 ' START REC ',IS,' SAMPLE ',13,' END REC ',16,
2 ' SAMPLE ',13)
FORMAT(BN,112)
FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE FIRST RECORD TO BE PROCESSED: ,)




C READ THE NAME OF THE INPUT FILE:




C OPEN INPUT FILE FOR READING
OPEN (UNIT=l,ACCESS='DIRECT',FORM' UNFORRATTED',
2 STATUS='OLD',READONLY,FILE=INPUT.FILE)
C READ THE NAME OF THE OUTPUT FILE:




C OPEN NEW OUTPUT FILE FOR •RITING
OPEN (UNIT2, ACCESS'DIRECT' ,FORM' UNFORMATTED',
2 STATUS='NEW',RECL=1280,FILE"OUTPUT.FILE)
C READ THE NAME OF THE REPORT FILE:




























IF ((ACCEPT.CHANNEL .EQ. -1).kND.
2 (CHANNELS.ENTERED .NE. 0))THEN
KEEPREADINGII. FALSE.
END IF






IF ((ACCEPTCHANNEL .GE. 1).AND.







IF(DATAIIN.CHANNEL (AIVERAOECOUNTER2) .NE. NO.DATA) THEN
WRITE (6,12) AVERAGECOUNTER2






















C MAIN---------------------- LOOP OF T -----E PRO ----------C -----------------------------------------------C MAIN LOOP Of THE PROGRAM
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100 DO SAMPLECOUNTEBll,320,1 ILOOPS THROUGH ALL 320
C SAMPLES IN EVERY RECORD
TIME-SAMPLE.COUNTER=ITIMNESAMPLE.COUNTER+1










DO CHANNEL.COUNTERIsl.8,1 ILOOPS THROUGH ALL 8
CHANNELS
THIS SUBROUTINE
CHECKS TO SEE IF THERE IS AN ERROR IN TEE CHANNEL,
AND CALLS THE ERROR I.D. SUBROUTINE, IF NEEDED.


























CLEAN UP THE FIRST ERROR
GO TO (205,210,215,220,225,230,235,240,245),
CORRECTIVE-ACTIONCODE1








































C AT 215 - SET VALUE TO CORRECTION VALUE




































































































































































C AT 235 - NEVER USED, HERE JUST TO DUPLICATE















































iT 245 - NOT USED HERE, JUST A CODE DUPLICATION
CONTINUE
CLEAN UP THE SECOND ERROR
GO TO (255,260,265,270,275,280,286,290,296),
CORRECTIVEI.CTION.CODE2
AT 256 - DO NOTHING
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 260 - CLEAR THE ERROR FLAG AND DO NOTHING ELSE
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 266 - SET VALUE TO CORRECTION VALUE
AND CLEAR THE ERROR FLAG
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 270 - SET THE EBROR FLAG
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 275 - SET VALUE TO CORRECTION VALUE ONLY
OVER SOME PART OF ERROR RUN
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 280 - RESCILE VALUE BY A MULTIPLE OF 2 TO
GET AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO CORRECTION VALUE
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
AT 2856 - CLEANING UP OF A STRING OF ERRORS
CONTINUE
GO TO 202
AT 290 - UNINOWN ERROR
CONTINUE
GO TO 300






































































































C END THE PROGRAM WREN FINISHED PROCESSING
900 CONTINUE
DO CLEANUP.COUNTERI a 1,8,1


































DO PRINT.OUT.COUNTER3=1, TI.E.BLOCK.COUNTER, 1
































































































































































C END THE PROGRAM WHEN THERE WAS NOT SPACE FOR 3 INITIAL RECORDS









































































































































































PARAMETER (SMOOTHCONTINUOUS a 1)
PARAMETER (UBNORMALLTCONSTANT a 2)
PARAMETER (CONSTANTLASTVALUE = 3)
PARAMETER (CONSTANTLASTTO_1023 a 4)
PARAMETER (CONSTANT = 6)
PARAMETER (CONSTANTAT_1023 = 6)
PARAMETER (CONSTANTPLUSENDS = 7)
PARAMETER (SEVERALCONSTPLUSENDS = 8)
PARAMETER (SEVERALSHIFTED = 9)
PARAMETER (UNKNOWNVARIABILITT = 10)
PARAMETER (VARIABILITTTYPES = 10)
C MARKED TYPES CODES:
PARAMETER (MARKED a 1)
PARAMETER (UNMARKED = 2)
PARAMETER (STARTSASUNMARKED = 3)
PARAMETER (MARKEDTTPES = 3)
C ENTRANCE TTPES CODES:
PARAMETER (ENTEREDSMOOTHLT - 1)
PARANETER (ENTERED-ABRUPTLT = 2)
PARA.ETER (ENTRANCEUNKNOWIN = 3)
PARAMETER (ENTRANCETYPES - 3)
C EXIT TYPES CODES:
PARAMETER (EXITEDSMOOTHLT = 1)
PARAMETER (EXITEDABRUPTLY = 2)
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io -"
PARAMETER (EXITUNKNOIWN = 3)
PARAMETER (EXITTTPES = 3)
C LENGTH TYPES CODES:
PARAMETER (ZERO.LENGTH = 1)
PARAMETER (LESSTHAN_21 = 2)
PARAMETER (BETWEEN_21AND_100 = 3)
PARAMETER (BETWEEN1IO01AND.200 a 4)
PARAMETER (MORE.THAN_200 • 5)
PARAMETER (ERROR.LENGTHTYPES - 5)
C ERROR CODES:
PARAMETER (NO.ERROR = 0)
PARAMETER (GO11 =- 1)
PARAMETER (G_1.2 - 2)
PARAMETER (G_1_3 = 3)
PARAMETER (G_1.4 = 4)
PARAMETER (G0.2.1 5)
PARAMETER (0.2.2 - 6)
PARAMETER (0G2.3 a 7)
PARAMETER (G0.31 - 8)
PARAMETER (G-.32 a 9)
PARAMETER (G-3_3 = 10)
PARAMETER (0G.34 a 11)
PARAMETER (0.3.5 = 12)
PARAMETER (G0.41 = 13)
PARAMETER (G0.42 = 14)
PARAMETER (0G4.3 = 15)
PARAMETER (G-4.4 = 16)
PARAMETER (UNKNOWNIERROR - 17)
C CORRECTIVE ACTION CODES:
PARAMETER (DO-NOTHING = 1)
PARAMETER (CLEAR.FLAG = 2)
PARAMETER (SETFLAG -4)
PARAMETER (CORRECT.AND.CLEAR a 3)
PARAMETER (REPORT a 5)
PARAMETER (RESCALE = 6)
PARAMETER (EXlUNMARKED a 7)
PARAMETER (UNKNOWN.ERRORACTION = 8)
PARAMETER (FLUSH-OUT = 10)
PARAMETER (START.UNMARKED.ERROR a11)
PARAMETER (NUMBER.OFERRORVALUES = 100)
PARAMETER (DATAMASK = 1023)
PARAMETER (ERRORMASK a 2048)
C END OF ERROR DESCRIPTIONS:
PARAMETER (CERTAINEND O0)
PARAMETER (UNSURE = 1)
PARAMETER (NOT.ANEND a 2)
PARAMETER (MAXIMUMLENGTH a 200)
PARAMETER (ROUGHVALUEPARAMETER = 5)
















































































































2 /MAXIMUNLENGTH * .FALSE./,
2 INITIALIZE.ID.ARRAT /.TRUE./,
2 POSSIBLE.SHIFTEDERROR /.TRUE./,




C INITIALIZE ERRORIDARRAY. DONE ONLY ONCE - THE FIRST TIME
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED
DO LOCAL.COUNTER25 =1,VARIABILITTTYPES,1
DO LOCAL.COUNTER28 = 1,ENTRANCETYPES,1
DO LOCALCOUNTER27 =i,EXIT_TYPES,


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF (CORRECTIVE.ACTIONIICODE2• .Eq. EXUNMARKED) THEN





C GET THE ACTUAL DATA VALUE
DATA.VALUE-DATA.BLOCE(CHANNEL.NUMBER, SANPLE.COUNTER1,
2 PRESENT.RECORD.INDEX)
CLEAN-DATA = DATA.VALUE .AND. DATA~MASK
C GET THE ERROR FLAG:
ERRORBIT a DATA.VALUE .AND. ERROR.MASK
IF ((ERRORBJIT .NE. ERROR.MASK)
2 .AND.
2 (CORRECTIVE.ACTION.CODEI .NE. START.UNMARIED.ERROR))
2 THEN
C DO TEE FOLLOWINGO IF ERROR BIT IS CLEARED:
UNMARKED.PORTI ON.COUNTER(CHANNEL.NUMBER)
2 UNMA•BED.PORTION.COUNTER(CIANNEL.NUNBER) 1
C FIND IF THIS IS THE ERROR END:
IF (UNMARKED.PORTION.COUNTER(CHANNEL.NUMBER)
2 .LT. 6)THEN

















































































































































2 (CHANNEL.NUMBER, CURREN? TPOSSIBLE.ERRO
2 (CHANNEL.NUMBER))
2 .NE. 0) THEN




























END IF I-END IF FROM "UNMARKED.PORTION.ICOUNTER .LT.5 IF
C DO THE FOLLOWING IF THIS IS THE END OF ERROR:

















































































































































































C 00 THE FOLLOWING IF THIS IS AN UNMARKED ERROR, I.E.




2 .Eq. 0) THEN
CURRENT._POSSIBLE.ERROR(CHI NNEL.NUMBER)













C DO THE FOLLOWING IF ERROR BIT IS SET OR




2 (ERROR...END(CHANNEL.NUMBE) .EQ. UNSURE))
2 .0D.
2 (ERROIBLENGTL-COUNTER(CHANNEL.NUMBER)












2 (CHANNEL.NUMBER) .GE. MAXIMNUM.LENGTH) THEN
C CHECK IF IT'S A LONG CONSTANT











ELSE IF (CLEAN.DATA .Eq. 1023) THEN













C PUT DO LOOPS CHECKING IF THE LAST
C SEVERAL(=NUMBEROFERRORVALUES) ERRORS ARE
C CONSTANT OR 1023
LONGCONSTANTANALYSED(CHANNEL.NUMBER)=.TRUE.
DO COUNTER2=1,NUMBER.OF_ERRORVALUES,I
IF(SAMPLECOUNTER1 .GE. COUNTER2) THEN
VALUES.OFERROR(COUNTER2)=
























































































































IF (ENTRANCEBLOCK.STARTSAMPLE .LE. 316) THEN




























































IF(ENTRANCE.BLOCK.START.REC .E. (RECORD.NUHBE- -1) )THEE




































2 .EQ. (RECORD.N•hMBER-2)) THEN
READ(2, REC= (ENTRANCE.BLOCKSTAIR TREC+2-FIRST.RECORD) ,
2 ERR=10000)
2 ((SCRATCH.BLOCK (CHANNEL.COUNTER3, SAMPLE.COUNTERI),





























































2 SkMPLE.COUNTER3 , 320,1)






























IF (POINTS.IN.ENTRANCEBLOCK .Eq. 5) THEN
CALL SMOOTHNESSTEST (4,
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCK(5) .AND. DATAlMASK),
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCK(4) .AND. DATAIMASI),
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCK(3) .AND. DATA.MASK),
2 (ENTRANCEBLOCK(2) .AND. DATA-MASK),
2 0,
2 SMOOTHNESSCRITERIA (CHlANNELUMBER),
2 MAXIMUM-.SOO TH JUMP (CHANNELNUMBER) ),
2 SMOOTHNESS.FLAG)










2 (ENTRANCEBLOCK(S) .AND. DATAMIASK),
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCK(4) .AND. DATA-MASK),
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCX(3) .AND. DATAMI4SK),
2 (ENTRANCE.BLOCK(2) .AND. DATAMASK),































IF(EIIT.BLOC_.END.SAMPLE . E. 5) THEN




































READ (2, EC=(EXIT.BL OCKENDREC+2-FIRST_.ECORD),
2 ERR=10000)



















IF (EXITBLOCKENDREC .EQ. (RECORD.NUMBER+I)) THEN

































ELSE IF(EXIT.BLOCIKEND.REC .EQ. RECORD.NUMBER)THEN





























































































READ (2,REC=(EXIT.BLOCKEND.REC + I - FIRSTRECORD),
2 ERR=10000)
2 ((SCRATCH.BLOCK (CHANNEL.COUNTER4, SANPLE.COUNTER4),




























IF (POINTSIN.EXITBLOCK .EQ. 5)THEN
CALL SNOOTHNESSTEST (5,
2 (EXIT.BLOCK(1) .AND. DATAMASK),
2 (EIITBLOCK(2) .AND. DATAMASK),
2 (EXITBLOCK(3) .AND. DATAMASK),
2 (EXIT.BLOCK(4) .AND. DATA-MASK),





















































































































































































































2 (CHANNEL.NUMBER, ERROR.INPROGRESS) +2
2 -FIRST.RECORD), ERR=10000)
































































2 (CHANNEL.NUMBER, ERRORIN.PROGRESS) +2
2 -FIRST.RECORD) , ERR10000)

































2 (CHANNELNUMBER, ERROR.INPROGRESS) +2
2 -FIRSTRECORD),ERR=10000)






































2 (TIMESHIFTINDEX .LT. NUMBER.OFTIME.CODES))




2 TIMESHIFTINDEX) .AND. DATA.MASK
END DO


































































































ELSE IF ((.MOT. ALREADT.SHIFTED) .AND.

















ELSE IF ((ENTRANCE .Eq. ENTERED.SMOOTHLY)
2 .0R.



















IF (ERROR-LENGTH .EQ. I)THEN
VARIABILITT=CONSTANT
CO TO 57




2 CLEANERRORBLOC (ERRORLENGTH-1)) THEN
VARIABILITT=CONSTANT
ELSE


























































































DO WHILE ((ENDO_.OFERO._SMOTH ) .AND.








































































































































IF (ERROR-.LENGTH .L9. 20)THEN
ERROR.LENGTH.CATEGORT=LESS. TIL...21
ELSE IF (ERROR-LENGTH ..LE. 100) THEN
ERROR.ILE GTECATEGOR• TBEEEN.21. AND. 100








TIME SHIFT.INDEX a 0
DO WHILE (TIME.CODlIN.ERROR (TINMESHIFT.INDEI + 1)
2 .LAND.
242
2 (TIMESHIFTINDEZ .LT. NUMBER.OF_.TIME.CODES))
TIME.SHIFTINDEX TIME.SHIFTINDEX +1
END DO
IF ((ERR.ORBLOCK(TIME.SHIFTINDEI + 1)





DO LOCAL.COUNTER8 " i,(ERRORLENGTH * NUMBER.OF.TIME.CODES),1
IF (((ERRORBLOCK(LOCALCOUNTER8) .AND. ERROR-MASE)
2 .EQ. 0)















C PUT CODES FOI THE SECOND ERROR IF NECESSARY
ERRORaINJROGRESS=ERROR.INIPROGRESS+1

































































































































































10 FORMAT(/,' CALLING ERRORTTPE ROUTINE ')
PARAMETER (DONOTHING - 1)
246
PARAMETER (COMPUTEAVERAGE = 9)
PARAMETER (START.UNMARKED.ERROR = 11)
PARAMETER (ERRORMASK = 2048)
DATA VALUE=DATABLOCIK(CHANNELNUMBER,SAMPLE.COUNTER1
2 PRESENTRECORD.INDEX)
ERROR-BIT a DATAVALUE .AND. ERRORIMASE






IF (CORRECTIVEACTION.CODE1 .Eq. STARTUNMARED.ERROR) THEN
RUNNINOERROR (CHANNELNUMBER) .TRUE.
END IF

























IF ((CORRECTIVEBACTIONICODE2 .EQ. D0.NOTHING)
2 AND.





































IF (.NOT. TIME.CODEFLAG) THEN
SCRATCH.BLOCK (CHANNELNUMBER,COUNTER)=













































































































































































2 ((SCRA TCHBLOCK (CHANNEL.COUNTER, SLAPLECOUNTER),
2 CHANNEL.COUNTER=1,8,1),
2 SAMPLE.COUNTER-1,320,1)






















































2 (SCRATCHBsLOCK(CHANNEL.NUMBEI, COUNTEil) .AND.



















2 (SCRATCHBLOCI (CHANNEL.NUMBER, COUNTERi) . AND.

















































PARAMETER (SETFLAG a 2048)
READ(2, REC=RECORDNUMBER)
2 ((SCRATCH.BLOCK(CHANNEL.COUNTER1,SAMPLECOUNTERI),














































































































































2 ((SCRATCLHBLOCI (CHANNEL.NUBER, COUNTER) . AND.
































10 FORMAT (/,' SMOOTHNESS.TEST CALLED WITH ',I2,' POINTS')
20 FORMAT (/,' SMOOTHNESSFLAG ',Li)
C WRITE (6,10)NUMBER.OFDATAPOINTS
IF (NUMBER.OF.DATAPOINTS .LT. 5)THEN
GO TO (30,31,32,33),NUMBER.0F.DATAPOINTS


















































2 LINEAR FIT DIFFERENCE2**2+
2 LINEARFITDIFFERENCE3**2+
2 LINEARFIT.DIFFERENCE4**2)/3.0






























2 LINEAR FIT DIFFERENCE2**2+
2 LINEAR FIT DIFFERENCE3**2+
2 LINEAR FIT DIFFERENCE4**2+
2 LINEAR.FITDIFFERENCE5**2)/4.0


















PARAMETER (DATAMASK , 1023)
CODE.COUNTER a 0
IF ((EIGHT.VALUES(1) .AND. DATAMASK)
CODE.COUNTER=CODE.COUNTER+1
END IF
IF ((EIGHT.VALUES(2) .AND. DATAMASI)
CODE.COUNTER=CODB.COUNTER.1
END IF






IF ((EIGHT.VALUES(8) .AND. DATA-MASK) .EQ. 0) THEN
CODE.COUNTERaCODECOUNTERI1
END IF






















IF(ERROREND.REC .EQ. RECORD.NUMBER) THEN





2 SAMPLECOUNTER=1 320, 1)
IF (ERRORSTART.REC .NE. RECORDNUMBER) THEN








ELSE IF(ERROR1E.ENDEC .EQ. (RECORDINUMBER-1))THEN
C LOAD ONE RECORD OF DATA INTO DATABLOCK
READ(2, REC= (RECORDNUMBER-1))
2 ((DATBLOCK (CHANNEL.COUNITER, SAMPLE.COUNTER,
2 PREVIOUS-INDEX








































































PARAMETER (DATA.MASK - 1023)
PARAMETER (ERRBOBRASK - 2048)
264
FORMAT STAT.ENNTS
10 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER DATA FILE SPECIFICATIONS: ',$)
20 FORMAT(1A)
30 FORMAT(/,
2' PLEASE ENTER OUTPUT FILE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CHANNEL ',
211,': '.,$)
60 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE CHANNEL TO BE PROCESSED.',
2/,' ENTER -1 TO EXIT SELECTION, 0 TO SELECT ALL CHANNELS.')
60 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE NEXT CHANNEL: ',$)
70 FORMAT(BN.12)
80 FORMAT(BI,112)
90 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE FIRST RECORD TO BE PROCESSED.',
2/.,' (DEFAULT IS ',I1,'):',$)
91 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE LAST RECORD TO BE PROCESSED.',
2/,' ENTER 0 IF YOU VANT TO PROCESS ENTIRE FILE.',
2/,' (DEFAULT IS ENTIRE FILE):',$)
92 FORMAT(/I,
2' PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF VALUES TO AVERAGE OVER FOR',
2' CHANNEL ',Ii,':',$)
93 FORMAT(' ',F10.7,' ',FO.1)
C ------------------------------------------------
C READ THE NAME OF THE INPUT FILE:
WRITE (6,10)
READ (5,20) INPUT.FILE
C OPEN INPUT FILE FOR READING
OPEN (UNIT=9, ACCESS='DIRECT' ,FORM u'UNFORMATTED',
2 STATUSu'OLD',RELDONLT,FILE=INPUTFILE)





IF ((ACCEPT.CHANNEL .Eq. -1).AND.
2 (CHANNELS.ENTERED .NE. 0))THEN
KEEP.READINGO. FALSE.
END IF






IF ((ACCEPT.CHANNEL .GE. 1).AND.






C READ THE NAMES OF THE OUTPUT FILES:
265
DO COUNTER1=1, 8,1





C READ THE NUMBERS OF THE FIRST AND LAST RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED.
WRITE (6,90) FIRST.RECORD
READ (5, 80) FIRST.RECORD
IF (FIRSTRECORD .Eq. O)THEN
FIRST.RECORD=3
END IF






DO WHILE ((LAST.RECORD .LT. FIRST.RECORD)
2 .AND.
2 (LAST-RECORD .NE. 0))WRITE(6,91)
READ (5.80)LAST.RECORD
END DO
C READ THE NUMBER OF VALUES TO AVERAGE OVER:
DO COUNTER3-1,8.1
IF (DATA.IN.CHANNEL(COUNTER3) .NE. NO-DATA) THEN
'RITE (6,92) COUNTER3



















































IF ((CORRECT.VALUES.COUNTER(CHANNELCOUNTER2) .NE. 0)
2 . AND. OPENED.CHANNEL(CNNEANNELCOUNTER2)) THEN
WRI TE((CHANNEL.COUNTER2+9) , 93)
2 DECIMAL.TIME,












































IF ((RECORD..NUMBER .0T. LAST.RECORD)
2 .AND.















C END THE PROGRAM WHEN THERE WAS NOT ANT MORE SPACE


















C END THE PROGRAM AFTER PROCESSING THE "LIST" RECORD.
4000 CONTINUE
DO CHANNEL.COUNTER3=, 8,1












C A LOCAL UTILITY COUNTER USED TO INPUT NUMBERS OF CHANNELS
C TO BE PROCESSED.
INTEGER*2 COUNTEBI
C IMPORTANT COUNTER USED FOR LOOPING
C DURING ERROR PROCESSING.
INTEGER*2 CHANNEL.COUNTERI
C LOCAL UTILITY VARIABLE USED DURING




ARRAY THAT SHOWS WHICH CHANNELS WERE CHOSEN FOR PROCESSING.
USED IN THE MAIN LOOP TO DECIDE WHETHER TO PROCESS DATA
FROM THAT CHANNEL OR NOT.
INTEGER*2 DATA.IN.CHANNEL(8)/8*0/
C A LOCAL UTILITY VARIABLE USED TO COUNT HOW
C ENTERED FOR PROCESSING.
INTEGER*2 CHANNELSENTERED /0/
A PARAMETER DECLARATION. THIS PARAMETER IS
DATA.IINCHANNEL ARRAT TO DECIDE IETHER TO





VARIABLES THAT HOLD, RESPECTIVELY, THE FIRST SAMPLE OF




C VARIABLE THAT HOLDS THE NUMBER OF THE FIRST RECORD IN THE INPUT
C FILE TO BE PROCESSED (MINIMUM IS 2)
INTEGER*4 FIRSTRECORD
C VARIABLE THAT HOLDS THE NUMBER OF THE LAST RECORD IN THE INPUT
C FILE TO BE PROCESSED (MINIMUM IS FIRST-RECORD)
INTEGER*4 LAST.RECORD





C SEE DECLARATION FOR EXPLANATIONS
PARAMETER (NO.DATA = 0)
C --
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
10 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER DATA FILE SPECIFICATIONS: ',$)
20 FORMAT(I1A)
50 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE CHANNEL TO BE PROCESSED. ',
2/,' ENTER -1 TO EIIT SELECTION, 0 TO SELECT ALL CHANNELS.')
60 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE NEXT CHANNEL: ',$)
70 FORMAT(BN, I2)
80 FORMAT(BN,112)
90 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE FIRST RECORD TO BE PROCESSED: ',$)
91 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE LAST RECORD TO BE PROCESSED: ',*)
92 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER THE STARTING SAMPLE TO BE PROCESSED: ',$)
93 FORMAT(/.' PLEASE ENTER THE ENDING SAMPLE TO BE PROCESSED: ',$)
94 FORMAT(/,' ENTER 1 TO CLEAN THE ERROR FLAG, ANT OTHER NUMBER',
2' TO SET IT: ',$)




NAME OF THE INPUT FILE:
(6,10)
(5,20) INPUT.FILE
C OPEN INPUT FILE FOR READING














IF ((ACCEPT.CHANNEL .EQ. -1).AND.
2 (CHANNELSENTERED .NE. 0))THEN
KEEP.READING-. FALSE.
END IF






IF ((ACCEPT.CHANNEL .CE. 1).AND.
2 (ACCEPT.CHANNEL .LE. 8)) THEN

































DO WHILE ((ENDSAMPLE .LT. 0)
2 .OR.
2 (END.SAMPLE .GT. 320)
2 .OR.
2 ((ENDSAMPLE .LT. START.SAMPLE)
2 .AND.





DO WHILE ((ACTIONCHOICE .NE. 1)
2 .AND.











200 DO CHANNEL.COUNTER1I1,8,1 ILOOPS THROUGH ALL 8
C CHANNELS





















IF (REPEATCODE .Eq. 1) THEN
GOTO 100
END IF








The Dlprephg, Dlprephg.multi, and Dlprephgpercent are slightly modified ver-
sions of McCoy's prephg program. A different linear accelerator gain was taken into
account. The dlprephgimulti program prints the activity indices with time codes into
6 different files. This makes it a lot easier to export the data for further calculations
or for plotting. The dlprephg.percent is just like dlpr'phgmulti, but it also prints
out the number of valid data points. This is usefull when computing the motion index
from the activity indices.
Below is the Dlprephg.percent program:
C **********************
C * HISTOGRAM *
C *************************************
C
C * THIS PROGRAM PROCESSES 15 Min Blocks of Accunmlate Data *
C * AND PRODUCES A Histogram FOR DATA GATHEED FROM SPACELAB I *
C *
C * BY R.K. MCCOT *
C *




DIMENSION N(S),.ACC(6,1024), ID(120), IERR(), ITE() .NSA(6),
* IDAT(131),A,(6,1024),SD(6).RL(6).RU(6) .R(6).PE(6),NTSA(6)











C Input/Output Format Statements
C
6 FOIMAT(/,' NEGATIVE NUMBER UNDER SQUARE ROOT',I1,F8.4)
10 FORMAT(1A)
15 FORMAT( '1',T35,'HISTOGRAM For ',Ai5,' (Channel ',Ii,')',
* ' From Tape '.A16,/,T30,'Enlargement Factors: Horizontal =
* F8.3,'; Vertical = ',F8.3,/,T50,'From CDTR Time ',I2,':',I12,
* ' To ',I2,':',I2,/,1i,'Max Percentage =',F4.1)
16 FORMAT( 1I,131A1)
17 FORMAT( 11,131A1./, i,.F6.1 ,Ti29,F5.1,/,T67,
* AIS,/,T6S,A15,/,TiO,'Data Mean = ',F7.3,1,1i.IS
* ' Standard Dev a ',F7.3,' (Confidence Interval = ',F7.3,
* ' to ',F7.3,')',/,' Number of Data Values Not Included',
* ' in Graph = ',I8,' (Percentage = ',F8.6,')')
20 FORMAT(/,' INPUT FILE SPEC: ',$)
22 FORMAT(l, 'Do you want a summary of record information? (T/N)',$)
25 FORMAT(/,' PLEASE ENTER YES OR NO ',$)
30 FORMAT(I,'Records ',12,31,'Start - End Times ',I2,':',12,' -
* 12,':',12,31,'Count a ',I5)
35 FORMAT(11, 'CHANNEL' .31, 'ERRORS',31, 'ERRORS' 31, 'SAMPLES',51,
* 'MEAN',31,'STAND. DEV.',31,'CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: LOWER - UPPER',
* 6(/,T4,Ii, Ti2, I6.T21,F.1, T31, I5,T40.F7.2, T1,F6.2T84,F.2,
* ' - '.F6.2))
40 FORMAT(/,I,'Please, Enter the Desired Record #(s) Followed by'
* ,'a CR ; Enter a CR w/o a Number When All Records Have Been ',
* 'Entered ')
42 FORMAT(il. 'Record ? ',$)
45 FORMAT(IS)
50 FORMAT(11,'No Recorde Selected; Enter 1, if Correct ',)
556 FORMAT(1X,I3,' Records Selected. Do You Wish to Reenter Record
* '#(s); Please Enter Yes or No ',$)
60 FORMAT(I11,'I/O Error: Record ',12,' Does Not Exist on This
* 'File; Enter 1 to Reenter Record #(s) or Zero to Continue ',$)
65 FORMAT(1I,'Record ',12,' Not Included')
70 FOR'AT(II.,'Enter Enlargement Factors',/,11, 'Enlargement factors',
* ' allow the adjustment of both horizontal- and vertical scales.'.
* /,lX,'(For default of 2, enter <CR> for each.)',/,il,
* 'Horizontal Factor? '.$)
75 FORMAT(il,'Vertical Factor? ',$)
76 FORMAT(' ',F10.7, ' ',F.2)
80 FORMAT(i1,'Horizontal Factor a ',F8.3,'; Vertical Factor = ',
* F8.3,/,11,'Is this correct? (Y/N) ',$)
86 FORMAT(F8.3)
94 FORMAT(/,' RUN ANOTHER? (PLEASE ENTER YES OR NO) ',)









C * READ USER SUPPLIED INFORMATION *
C ********************************************************************
C















C (IHS , START HOUR, IMS - START MINUTE, IHE " END HOUR,
C IME , END MINUTE, KNT - DATA COUNT, PE a PERCENT ERROR)
C
DO 95 I=1,120
READ(1, EC=I ,ERR=100) IHS, INS, IHE, IME,INT.















C THE FOLOWING IS THE ORIGINAL LINE
C SD(M)-SqRT(sXSq(M)/SAMP-RM(M) **2)
IF ((sxsq(4)/sAMP-RM(M)**2) .LT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(6.5)M, (SISQ (M)/SAMP-RM(M)**2)








C Scale Statistical Values
C
C THE FOLLOWING LINE IS FROM THEE ORIGINAL MCCOT'S PROGRAM
C R=19./612.
C THE FOLLOWING LINE IS A SUBSTITUTE TO CORRECT FOR










RL (M) =RL (M) *i
BU (M)=RU(M)*R
98 SD(M)-SDO(M)*R
c THE FOLLOWING LINES ARE FRCM THE ORIGINAL REK PROGRAM:
C WRITE(6.30)I.IHS,IMS. IHE., INE.KNT
C WRITE(.35) (N(M).IERR(M),PE(M),NSA(M).RM(M),SD(M),RL(M),RU(M).M-1.6)










































































C Find Ending Time
C










SUX (I) SUMN (x) +s ()













C * Write Output to Terminal
C * Histograma *
C **************
C






C Calculate Data Statistics (Upper SDEV range calculated









C Scale Histogram For +/- (I/HENLO) of Maximum Rang From







C If STEP is Greater Than 1, More Than One Data Values Must













C If STEP is Less Thau 1, Some Data Values Must be Graphed















PCMAI=FLOAT(INT (•MAI/SAP*1000. . ))/10.
C
C Write Heading and Label For Individual Channel Data
C
GO TO(522,624,626,626,630,530,632,534)ICHAN
522 CHI'X Linear Acc'
GO TO 528
524 CHu'T Linear icc'
GO TO 528




530 CH='Roll Angular icc'
GO TO 536
532 CH='Pitch Ang. Acc'
00 TO 536
















C Label Data Axis With Data Range and Provide Statistics in
C Actual Data Values (Data Value 5 612 = Actual Value 0)
C
R'RANGE/512.
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